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Abstract
Blind Source Separation (BSS) is a challenging problem in signal processing. By
introducing the assumption of mutual statistical independence of the sources,
a BSS problem can be tackled as an Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
problem. In this thesis, we establish a geometric framework for designing efficient
algorithms, specifically, Newton-type methods, Jacobi-type methods, and fixedpoint algorithms, for solving the linear ICA problem.
One popular category of linear ICA approaches is the so-called contrast-based
ICA method, i.e.

solutions of the linear ICA problem are expected to be ob-

tained at certain extrema of a contrast function. After a whitening process, the
original optimisation problem can be transfered to be an optimisation problem
on a differentiable manifold. Three classes of popular ICA contrast functions are
studied in this thesis. By using the geometric optimisation techniques, we firstly
characterise critical point conditions for them. It shows that all solutions of the
linear ICA problem serve as critical points of these contrast functions. In other
words, our work provides justifications for these contrast functions from an optimisation point of view. Our further analysis discovers that Hessians of all these
three classes of contrast functions at a desired critical point, i.e. a solution of the
linear ICA problem, share some nice properties such that they can be evaluated
computationally cheaper than at an arbitrary point.
Based on these discoveries, we propose two families of geometric optimisation
methods for solving the linear ICA problem, specifically, approximate Newtontype methods and Jacobi-type methods. Rigorous analysis shows that both families of linear ICA methods enjoy significant properties of being locally quadratically convergent to correct source separations. As an aside, the FastICA algorithm, a classical linear ICA method, can be considered as a special case of the
so-called approximate Newton one-unit linear ICA method. Other than this, we
develop a new interpretation of the FastICA algorithm as a special scalar shifted
fixed-point

linear ICA method. In the framework of a scalar shift strategy, high
xiii

XIV

order convergence properties of the FastICA algorithm are investigated. By generahsing the scalar shift strategy to a matrix shift strategy, we propose the so-called
QR FastICA algorithm, which can be considered as a natural generalisation of
the classic FastICA for solving the parallel linear ICA problem.
It is well known that, under certain situations, the FastICA algorithm oscillates between neighborhoods of two antipodes on the unit sphere, which both
provide the same correct separation. Similarly, the QR FastICA algorithm also
suffers from a column-wise sign flipping phenomenon, which is inherent from the
FastICA algorithm. Although such sign flipping phenomena cause in practice no
major problem, a mathematically rigorous local convergence analysis of FastICA
based algorithms is unfortunately missing in the community. In this thesis, by
using the concept of principal fibre bundles, both the original FastICA algorithm
and the QR FastICA algorithm are proven to be locally quadratically convergent
to correct source separations.
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Notation and Terminology
Notation
R

The set of real numbers

R™^"

The set of real m. x n matrices

s, w , . . .

Random variables
The (m - 1) dimensional unit sphere

RP™"^

The (m - 1) dimensional real projective space

Flag(m)

Full flag manifold

0{m)

The orthogonal group

so(m)

Lie algebra of real skew-symmetric m x m. matrices

M

Differentiable manifold

TXM

The tangent space of manifold M at point x G M
m. X m. identity matrix

Es[-]

The expectation over a random variable s

y^T

Transpose of matrix A

det(>l)

Determinant of matrix A

tv{A)

Trace of matrix A

exp(yl)

Matrix exponential of matrix A
Frobenius norm of matrix A
xvu

xvm

NOTATION

e.

The z-th standard basis vector of M™

D/(x)

Derivative of map f at x

Hf{x)

Hessian of / at critical point x

T

permutation mapping

AND

TERMINOLOGY

Abbreviation
BSS

Blind Source Separation

CF

Characteristic Function

HSIC

Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion

ICA

Independent Component Analysis

KDE

Kernel Density Estimation

PCA

Principal Component Analysis

PDF

Probability Density Function

RKHS

Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space

RQI

Rayleigh Quotient Iteration

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background and Motivation

Blind Source Separation (BSS) is a challenging problem in signal processing.
It has enormous applications in bioinformatics [26, 34], telecommunications [23,
38], recognition systems [7, 91, 107], and so on. Over the last two decades, it
has attracted considerable attention from various disciphnes, such as machine
learning, neural networks, statistical signal processing and Bayesian modeling.
In the literature, BBS refers to the problem of extracting signals from certain
mixtures of unknown sources, in the absence of prior information about either
the sources or the mixing process.

In many scenarios, such as cocktail party

problem [48] and microarray analysis [26], the mixing process is known or often
assumed to be linear. Problems of separating linearly mixed source signals are
usually referred to as linear BSS problems, see [27, 47] for a thorough overview.
A natural generahsation of the linear BSS problem is to consider the situations
where sources are nonlinearly mixed, which has received nmch attention more
recently. In general, the nonlinear BSS problem is more complex and more difficult to tackle than its linear counterpart. We refer to [46, 60, 64] for an excellent
introduction. In this thesis, we only study the linear BSS problem.
To ensure sensible solutions of the linear BSS problem, in general, it requires
to impose further conditions or assumptions. One most popular assumption is
the mutual statistical independence

of source signals, which leads to the concept

of linear Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [28, 58]. Linear ICA has become a standard statistical tool for solving linear BSS problems. Nowadays, there
are many linear ICA methods developed by researchers from different communities. One popular category of linear ICA methods is the so-called

1

contrast-based

2
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ICA method [28]. A general scheme of such methods involves certain optimisation procedures of a contrast function,

which measures the statistical depen-

dence/independence between extracted signals. Correct source separations are
expected to be obtained at certain extrema of these contrast functions.

An-

other widely used approach is the so-called tensorial ICA method [58]. It usually
requires a joint diagonalisation procedure of a set of cumulant tensors, which
are constructed according to statistical assumptions in the specific application
[8, 22, 73, 84, 109, 111]. The focus of this thesis is on the development of contrastbased ICA methods.
In general, contrast-based ICA approaches can be studied from two different
perspectives.
(i) Design of contrast functions.
Various contrast functions have been proposed according to different applications. Classical approaches construct contrast functions based on certain
hypothetical properties of probability distributions of source signals, either
by explicit parametric models of the distributions [20] or by certain statistics
of the sources, e.g. approximate neg-entropy and Kurtosis [21, 58]. These
approaches are usually referred to as parametric ICA

methods.

Since probability distributions of source signals are generally unknown in
many real applications, incorrect hypotheses on these distributions may lead
to poor separation performance, and might even cause complete failures (e.g.
a Kurtosis based contrast function will not work for separating sources with
zero Kurtosis [21, 45]). For these reasons, recently there has been an active
research area in developing nonparametric

ICA methods.

One simple op-

tion is to employ nonparametric density estimation to approximate mutual
information between extracted signals, such as [15, 24, 74, 104], Another
popular approach is to use a characteristic function-based measure of mutual statistical independence [65], which has been successfully applied to the
linear ICA problem [25, 36]. Most recently, a variety of kernel based statistical independence measures have been developed, mainly by the statistical
machine learning community [6, 44, 45 .
(ii) Optimisation Techniques.
Like many other engineering problems, optimisation plays a very important
role in developing contrast-based ICA methods.

In general, if all source

signals have finite second moments, a so-called whitening processing, usually
by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), can be applied to simplify the

1.2.
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original linear ICA problem and to accelerate corresponding algorithms [25,
28].

Ambiguities of solutions of the original linear ICA problem can be

dealt properly by the whitening. Meanwhile, the number of parameters of
the whitened linear ICA problem is expected to be much smaller than the
original problem.
As a result of the whitening process, in the framework of contrast based
linear ICA approaches, the original linear ICA problem can be transfered
to be an optimisation problem of certain contrast function constrained to
the set of orthogonal matrices, which is indeed a smooth manifold. Therefore, appropriate optimisation methods, which confine to the geometry of
smooth manifolds, are naturally demanded for solving the linear ICA problem. These optimisation approaches with restrictions to smooth manifolds
are often referred to as geometric optimisation.

Up to now, there have been

many geometric linear ICA methods developed from different communities
5, 40, 63, 86 .
In this thesis, we mainly focus on the analysis and development of linear ICA
algorithms from a geometric optimisation point of view. For the issues regarding
perspective (i), we refer to [6, 8, 15, 21, 36, 45, 71, 74] and references therein.
The FastICA algorithm, proposed by the Finnish school, is a prominent linear ICA algorithm with both good accuracy and fast speed of convergence [59].
It solves the so-called one-unit linear ICA problem, which extracts one signal
per pass. Originally, FastICA was developed as a Newton type method using
a Lagrange multiplier approach together with a heuristic approximation of Hessians. Although many authors have attempted to show convergence properties of
FastICA [33, 57, 88], a mathematically rigorous understanding and an analysis
of FastICA are unfortunately still missing. Therefore, the very first motivation
of this thesis is to understand the classic FastICA algorithm by using geometric analysis techniques, and furthermore to generalise FastICA or concepts of
FastICA to more complicated scenarios, e.g. the parallel linear ICA problem.

1.2

Overview of the Thesis

The main contributions of this thesis are listed as follows.
• Geometric analysis of I C A contrast functions.
In general, contrast functions for the linear ICA problem are designed in
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accordance with certain statistical assumptions of the specific apphcation.
In this thesis, we study three classes of contrast functions, which are widely
used in applications. Our analysis provides further justifications for these
contrast functions from an optimisation point of view.
By using the geometric optimisation techniques, critical point conditions
for these contrast functions are characterised. It turns out that solutions
with correct source separation of the linear ICA problem are achieved at
certain critical points of these contrast functions. Furthermore, our analysis
discovers that Hessians of all these three classes of contrast functions at a
desired critical point, i.e. a solution of the linear ICA problem, share some
simple structures such that they can be evaluated with cheaper computational cost than at an arbitrary point. These results form a fundamental
basis of this thesis to develop efficient geometric linear ICA methods and
to mathematically analyse the FastICA algorithm and its generalisations.
Geometric linear I C A methods.
Based on the results from geometric analysis of the contrast functions, we
develop two families of geometric linear ICA methods, specifically, approximate Newton-type linear ICA methods and Jacobi-type linear ICA methods. Rigorous analysis shows that both families of methods enjoy significant
properties of being locally quadratically convergent to a solution with correct source separation. As an aside, the classic FastICA algorithm can be
considered as a special case of our proposed algorithms.
Fixed point linear I C A methods.
Other than being considered as a special case of an approximate Newton
method, the FastICA algorithm can be interpreted as a fixed point algorithm on the unit sphere. In the framework of a scalar shift strategy, we
propose a fixed point finear ICA algorithm, which can be considered as
a direct generahsation of FastICA. By generalising the concept of a scalar
shift strategy to a matrix shift strategy, we develop a matrix shifted parallel
linear ICA algorithm, the so-called QR FastICA algorithm, which is indeed
a natural generahsation of FastICA to a full matrix.
Local convergence analysis of FastICA algorithms.
Fast convergence properties of the classic FastICA algorithm have been already observed and verified by numerous experimental results.

However,

rigorous analysis of local convergence properties is unfortunately missing,'

1.2.
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but certainly not just of theoretical interest.

Although there have been

several attempts of proving, the techniques used so far are often not appropriate.

The major difficulty of analysis is due to the well-known sign

flipping phenomenon of FastICA, which is caused by the discontinuity of
the corresponding FastICA map on the unit sphere. Similarly, the QR FastICA algorithm also suffers from a column-wise sign flipping phenomenon,
which is inherent from the FastICA algorithm. In this thesis, by using the
concept of principal fibre bundles, both the original FastICA algorithm and
the QR FastICA algorithm are proven to be locally quadratically convergent
to solutions with correct source separation.
This thesis is organised as follows.
In Chapter 2, we provide a survey of the linear ICA problem and a brief introduction to geometric optimisation methods. Some fundamental concepts of linear ICA problems, such as identifiability properties and statistical independence
measures, are discussed. After recalling some basic concepts from differential geometry, we give an overview on two prominent geometric optimisation methods,
specifically, Newton-type methods and Jacobi-type methods.
In Chapter 3, we study two parametric contrast functions for the linear ICA
problem, specifically, the parametric one-unit contrast function and the parametric parallel contrast function. Based on rigorous critical point analysis of both
contrast functions, we propose two families of geometric linear ICA methods.
They are approximate Newton-type methods and Jacobi-type methods. All proposed ICA methods are shown to be locally quadratically convergent to a correct
source separation solution.

This chapter establishes a framework of designing

efficient geometric methods for optimising a wide class of ICA contrast functions.
Analogous, but more sophisticated, geometric methods for optimising nonparametric contrast functions are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B.
In Chapter 4, we discuss several generalisations of the FastICA algorithm. In
the framework of scalar shift strategy, we propose a family of fixed point linear
ICA algorithms, which can be considered as a direct generalisation of FastICA.
By generalising the concept of a scalar shift strategy to a matrix shift strategy,
we develop a matrix shifted parallel hnear ICA algorithm, the QR FastICA algorithm, which is a natural generalisation of FastICA to a full matrix. By using
the concept of principal fibre bundles, the classic FastICA algorithm and the
QR FastICA algorithm are both proven to be locally quadratically convergent to
correct source separations.

6
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In Chapter 5, several numerical results are presented to demonstrate the convergence properties of our proposed linear ICA algorithms.
In Chapter 6 comes a conclusion of this thesis. Some suggestions for future
work are made as well.
Finally, in Appendix A, we study two KDE based linear ICA contrast functions. Two families of KDE based linear ICA methods, i.e. approximate Newtontype methods and Jacobi-type methods, are developed in parallel with Chapter 3.
Furthermore, a KDE based fixed point parallel linear ICA algorithm is proposed
as a KDE based counterpart of the QR FastICA algorithm developed in Chapter 4.
In Appendix B, we firstly propose an approximate Newton-like method and
a Jacobi-type method for minimising an HSIC based contrast function for the
parallel linear ICA problem. In the second part of this appendix, we study the socalled total characteristic function (CF) based ICA contrast function, which can
be considered as a multivariate counterpart of the HSIC based contrast function.
Critical point analysis demonstrates that, in general, Hessians of this CF-based
contrast function at desired critical points could not be as simple as diagonal, i.e.
the geometric framework for designing efficient linear ICA algorithms developed
in Chapter 3 is not applicable for optimising the CF based contrast function.
In Appendix C, we present a brief analysis about local convergence properties
of the power method.

Chapter 2
Mathematical Preliminaries
In this chapter, we firstly give a brief introduction of the problem of linear Independent Component Analysis (ICA). A mathematical formulation of the whitened
linear ICA model is presented. In the second half of this chapter, we recall some
basic concepts in geometric optimisation, which are reqihred for the subsequent
analysis and development, followed by an overview on Newton-type methods and
Jacobi-type methods on smooth manifolds.

2.1

Linear Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis is a powerful and efficient tool for solving the
BSS problem. In the past two decades, it has been studied extensively from both
theoretical and practical perspectives. For systematic overviews, we refer to the
books [27, 47, 58, 93]. In this thesis, we only study the linear ICA case.

2.1.1

Whitened Linear ICA Model

The general instantaneous noiseless linear BSS model is formulated by the following relation,
z = yls.

(2.1)

Here s = [si,...,sm]^ £ K™ denotes an m-dimensional random vector representing m, source signals, A G M"'^™ is the mixing matrix of full rank and
z =

€ R*" represents m observed linear mixtures.

The task of

the linear BSS problem (2.1) is to recover the vector of source signals s by estimating the mixing matrix A or its inverse
7

based only on the observations z
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via the demixing model
y = Bz,
where B e R™^™ is the demixing matrix, an estimation of

(2.2)
and y e M"" rep-

resents the corresponding extracted source signals. It is worthwhile to notice that
the number of observations is not necessary to be equal to the number of sources.
The simple model (2.1) is referred to as the determined linear BSS problem in
some literatures.

We refer to [5, 13, 27] and references therein, for a further

discussion of other situations, i.e. the over- and under-determined linear BSS
problems. Certainly, there are many other variants of the linear BSS problem.
For example, instead of being instantaneously mixed, the sources can be mixed in
a convolutive manner, which leads to the convolutive BSS problem [32, 75, 105 .
Other variants may also involve the presence of additive noises [19, 56, 66] or
multiplicative noises [9, 10, 11]. In this thesis, we only study the instantaneous
noiseless linear case where the number of observations is equal to the number of
sources, i.e., the determined linear BSS model (2.1).
It is clear that, without further constraints, there are infinitely many possibilities of B for the demixing BSS model (2.2). Therefore, to allow for sensible
solutions of the linear BSS problem (2.1), one might impose certain prior assumptions about either the mixing process or the sources. One most common
assumption is the concept of mutual statistical independence, i.e.
A s s u m p t i o n 2.1. All individual components of the sources s G R™ in the linear
BSS model (2.1) are mutually statistically independent.
This assumption leads to the concept of standard linear ICA, which has become
a standard statistical tool for solving the linear BSS problem (2.1).

A more

thorough discussion can be found in [28, 58].
It is obvious that, for the linear BSS model (2.1), any scaling factors of both
the columns of A and the components of the sources s are indeed interchangeable,
i.e., the sign and amplitude of each source cannot be uniquely identified. For
a similar reason, the ordering of components of the sources s is indeterminate
as well. In the framework of linear ICA, such identifiability properties can be
summarised as the following theorem [28 .
T h e o r e m 2.2. [Comon, 1994] LetsE
components {si,...

R'" be a random vector with

independent

of which at most one is Gaussian, and whose

are not reduced to a point-like mass.

Then the following

equivalent with respect to the linear ICA model (2.1).-

densities

three properties

are

2.1.

LINEAR

INDEPENDENT

COMPONENT

ANALYSIS

(i)

The components

{ z j are pairwise statistically

independent.

(it)

The components

{ z j are mutually statistically

independent.

(Hi) A

DP with D being an ni x m invertihle diagonal matrix and P an

permutation

m.xm

matrix.

In other words, the mixing matrix A in (2.1) can only be identified up to an
m X m invertible diagonal matrix D and an m x m permutation matrix P as
B* =

(2.3)

PDA-\

Moreover, it is known that the mean value of each source signal is irrelevant to
the concept of statistical independence.

Thus, without loss of generality, each

component of the sources s can be assumed to have zero mean and unit variance.
Therefore, to reduce the computational complexity and eliminate the ambiguities
of solutions, in practice, the observations z are usually pre-whitened via Principal
Component Analysis ( P C A ) [25, 28]. For an excellent introduction to P C A , we
refer to [58, 62]. Whitening processing by PCA corresponds to finding a matrix
C e M"^™ such that
CAs,

(2.4)

E^[ww^]=Im.

(2.5)

w = Cz =
with

Here v^ represents the whitened observations and Ew[-] is the expectation over w .
After the whitening process, all components of w are uncorrelated.
the product CA=:V

e

By denoting

in (2.4), one observes
Ev WW

=

F E , ss
(2.6)

VV^ = 7™,
i.e., V e R™^"® is indeed an orthogonal matrix.

The linear relation (2.4), i.e.

w = Vs, is often referred to as the whitened linear ICA mixing model. Let

0{m)

denote the orthogonal group, i.e.
0 ( m ) := {X e

X ^ X = 7^}.

(2.7)

Then the whitened linear ICA demixmg model can be simply stated as
y = X^w,

(2.8)
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where X G 0 ( m ) is called the demixing matrix as an estimation of F G

0{m)

and y now represents an estimation of the sources s.
Here, we refer to the problem of simultaneous extraction of all sources in the
form of (2.8) as the parallel linear ICA problem. According to Theorem 2.2, we
characterise all solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) as follows.
Corollary 2.3. Let V =

G 0{m)

[vi,...,vm]

be the mixing matrix in the

whitened linear ICA model (2.4). Then all correct solutions of the parallel linear
ICA problem (2.8) are given by
Tp
where D = d i a g ( e i , . . . ,

[VDP]

C 0(m),

with Si G { ± 1 } and P =

a permutation matrix with r : { 1 , . . . , m } ^

(2.9)
...,

G

0{m)

{ 1 , . . . , m } being a permutation.

Here, e, denotes the i-th standard basis vector of R™.
In some applications, one might prefer to extract only one desired source signal, rather than all sources. We refer to such a problem as the one-unit linear ICA
problem. Let X = [xi,...,xm]

G 0{m).

Then a single signal can be recovered

using the following linear relation
Yz^xjw,

(2.10)

where ||xi|| = 1 for i = 1 , . . . , m. We denote the (m - l)-dimensional unit sphere
by
{ x G M™| ||x|| = l } .

(2.11)

Straightforwardly we identify all solutions of the one-unit linear ICA problem
(2.10) as:
Corollary 2.4. Let F =
whitened linear ICA model (2.4).

G 0 ( m ) be the mixing matrix in the
Then all correct solutions for the one-unit

hnear ICA problem (2.10) form the set

(2.12)

2.1.2

Statistical Independence Measures

In this subsection, we review some basic concepts of statistical independence
measures.

Let s =

[s^,..., s „ ] G M™ be an m-dimensional random vector,

P r ( s i , . . . , s „ ) the joint Probability Density Function (PDF) of s, and Pr(s,)
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the marginal PDF of the z-th component of s. Then the components of s are statistically independent if and only if the joint PDF P r { s i , . . . , s^) can be factorised
as a product of the marginal PDF Pr(Sj), i.e.,
Pr(si,...,s„) = []Pr(sO.
i=l

(2.13)

We state a very useful result in probability theory [37], which will play an important role in the following derivations and analysis.
Theorem 2.5. Let Si,...

€ M™ be m statistically independent random vari-

ables and g,: M —» R for all i = l,...,m

be measurable*.

Then the following

equation holds true
(2.14)

QiiSi)
i=l

i=\

In principle, the definition of statistical independence (2.13) can be directly
used as a statistical independence criterion [77]. However, it is numerically expensive to find a factorisation as Eq. (2.13). Therefore, one often uses alternative
measures of statistical independence instead. In what follows, we briefly review
several popular measures of statistical independence.
Non-Gaussianity
Using non-Gaussianity

as a statistical independence criterion is motivated by the

central limit theorem from probability theory [37]. Assume that there are two
statistically independent random variables, which are not Gaussian. The central
limit theorem tells that, under certain conditions, the distribution of a sum of
these random variables is more Gaussian than both original random variables.
In other words, by defining a proper measure of non-Gaussianity, a statistically
independent source signal is expected to be obtained when the non-Gaussianity
measure of estimated signals is maximised.

Unfortunately, such an argument

is only intuitive. Recently, a rigorous justification for non-Gaussianity being a
statistical independence criterion is formed by Cruces et. at, see Theorem 4 in
30 .
One simple measure of non-Gaussianity is the Kurtosis [58]. For an extracted
signal Yi, it is defined by
(2.15)
•Any questions regarding measurability are out of the focus of this thesis, hence omitted.
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Due to the fact that y, is of unit variance, the second term in Eq. (2.15) is a constant, i.e., optimising the Kurtosis of yj as Eq. (2.15) is equivalent to optimising
the 4-th order moment of yj,
M y ^ ) = ^yAyt]•

(2.16)

Another common measure of non-gaussianality is the entropy or neg-entropy from
information theory [79]. The differential entropy E of an extracted signal y, is
defined as
f Pr(y,)logPr(yOdy,
J
= EyJ-logPr(y,)].

Eiyi) = -

(2.17)

It is clear that non-Gaussianity of a random variable, e.g. Kurtosis (2.15) and differential entropy (2.17), is an appropriate measure of statistical independence for
the one-unit hnear ICA problem (2.10). Recently, there are various sophisticated
measures of non-Gaussianity proposed in the community, e.g. [12, 18, 110 .
Mutual Information
Mutual Information (MI) is another popular measure of statistical independence,
inspired by information theory [79].

Recall the differential entropy E of the

extracted signals y - [ y i , . . . , y „ ] with joint PDF Pr(y) as
E{y) = -

f Pr(y)logPr(y)dy
(2.18)

= Ey[-logPr(y)].
Then the mutual information between all components { y i , . . .

is defined as

m

M I { y u . . . , y m ) = Y , ^(yO - E{y),
j=i

(2.19)

i.e., the difference between the sum of entropies of the marginals y, and the
entropy of the random vector y. It has been shown that the MI (2.19) is equal
to zero if and only if all the components of s are statistically independent [29]
Recalling the whitened linear ICA model (2.8), one can show that the entropy of
extracted signals y is indeed a constant following the fact
E{y) =

E{X^Vs)

2.1.
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G 0{m), and E{s) is simply a constant

= 0 because

for the given source signals s. It is then clear that, for the whitened linear ICA
model (2.8), optimising M I (2.19) is equivalent to optimising the sum of entropies
of the marginals (2.17) as follows
Jp(y) = ^ E ( y , )
i=\

(2.21)

m

= J]EyJ-logPr(y,
i=l
Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion
Other than classical measurements of statistical independence, there are several
sophisticated independence criteria utilising kernel methods. These criteria measure statistical independence using the spectrum of a covariance operator between
mappings of the variables to high dimensional feature spaces, specifically reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHSs) [45, 95'.
In general, kernel based independence criteria differ in the way they summarise
the covariance operator spectrum, and in the normalisation they utilise. They
include the kernel canonical correlation [6], the kernel generalised variance [6],
the spectral norm of the covariance operator (COCO) [45], the kernel mutual
information [45], and the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) [44].
In this thesis, we only study the HSIC measure for the linear ICA problem. HSIC
is a measure of statistical independence for the bivariate case. It is obtained as
the Hilbert-Schmidt (HS) norm of the covariance operator between mappings to
RKHSs [44]. One special version of HSIC was originally proposed by Feuerverger
in [39].

It can be shown to be identical to the characteristic function-based

measure for certain feature space choices in the bivariate case [36 .
Let Ui,U2 6 R be two random variables. Then the HSIC measure of Ui and
U2 is given as follows.

+
-

[ki (MI, tt'i)]

U2)

(2.22)

[ki {ui, u[)] E „ ' J k 2 {U2, U2

Here, (ui,M2) and (wi,^^) are two independent copies of observations with their
joint PDF being Pr(ui,u2), and, KI and K2 are two positive definite kernels. A
thorough discussion on HSIC can be found in [44, 45]. It has been shown that, as
long as the kernels K] and K2 are universal in the sense of [103], e.g., the Gaussian
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and Laplace kernels, the HSIC measure vanishes, i.e., HSIC{ui,U2) = 0 if and
only if ui and U2 are statistically independent [44]. In this thesis, we confine
ourselves to a Gaussian kernel for both KI and

i-e.

(a-6)^

=

(2.23)

where A G K\{0} is the kernel bandwidth.

2.2

Geometric Optimisation

Roughly speaking, geometric optimisation is a methodology of computing extremisation of real-valued functions, which are defined on certain geometric objects,
specifically, smooth manifolds. The concept of optimisation on differential manifolds was proposed by Luenberger [78] and Gabay [41]. The former develops a
simply gradient based method with line search along geodesies on Riemannian
manifolds, while the latter formulates even more general concepts of optimisation
on Riemannian manifolds, such as steepest descent method, Newton's method
and quasi-Newton methods. Since then, many standard optimisation methods
in Euclidean space have been successfully transfered to the setting of Riemannian manifold, such as gradient descent [17, 101], conjugate gradient [35, 100],
trust-region method [1, 2], quasi-Xewton method [41], and Newton's method
[31, 50, 76, 80, 89, 101]. Moreover, the so-called Jacobi-type method, which is a
well-known method from the immerical linear algebra community [42], has been
generalised as an optimisation method under smooth manifold settings as well
49, 53, 67].
In this thesis, we focus on Newton-type methods and Jacobi-type methods on
smooth manifolds.

2.2.1

Preliminaries on Geometric Optimisation

First of all, we recall some basic definitions and facts of differential geometry. For
an excellent introduction, we refer to [14, 72, 102]. Let M be a smooth manifold
of dimension n. Let 7 be a smooth curve through x e M
i:{-t,t)-^M

(2.24)

where t 6 R+ and 7(0) = x. Let U, c M be an open neighborhood of x e M
and let r/: U^ ^ M" be a smooth chart. Then
rio'y:{~t,t)-.r]iU,)cW

(2.25)
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Then two curves 71 and 72 through x E M are said to be

if

( ^ O 7 i ) ' ( 0 ) = (r;o72)'(0)

(2.26)

holds for any smooth chart r/. This defines an equivalence relation on the set of aU
curves through x G M . Then a tangent vector of M at x e M is an equivalence
class ^

L7jx of smooth curves 7 through x € M and the tangent space T^M

is simply the set of all tangent vectors of M at x, which is an n-dimensional real
vector space.
Now let (/?: Af ^ A'' be a smooth map between smooth manifolds M and N.
If 7 is a curve through x G M, then

o 7 is a curve through (p{x) G N and

equivalent curves through x are mapped to equivalent curves through ip(x).

We

can therefore define the derivative of ip at x E M as the linear map
Dipix):T,M
given by D (p{x) [7]^ = [}P o

(2.27)

for all tangent vectors

G T^M.

li f •. M — R is a smooth real valued function, by identifying Th{R) = R for
all h G R, we define a critical point of / as a point x G M such that the derivative
of/
D f{x):

T^M

R

(2.28)

is the zero map, i.e., D / ( x ) ^ = 0 for all tangent vectors ^ G T^M. The Hessian
of / at a critical point x G M is the symmetric bilinear form

where
^/(^)(L7jx,L7jx):=(/o7)"(0),

(2.30)

for any tangent vector ^ = \_l\x ^ T^M. It can be shown that this definition is
independent of the choice of the representative 7 if 7(0) = x is a critical point of
/ . The Hessian is therefore well defined at critical points of / . Moreover, from
an optimisation point of view, a critical point is nondegenerate, if its Hessian is
nondegenerate. Negative (positive) definiteness of the Hessian at a critical point
x G M imphes that x is local maximum (minimum), respectively.
Finally, let us generalise the definition of local quadratic convergence of algorithms in R " to algorithms on a manifold, which will be used in later chapters.
We refer to [67], definition 2.6 and lemmas 2.7 - 2.9, Chapter. II, for the following
definition and lemma.
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Definition 2.6. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold and let (p : M ^

M be

smooth. The iterative algorithm defined by x^+i = (fixk) is locally quadratically
convergent to x* G M if x* is a fixed point of ^p and there exists a neighborhood
f/x- of X*, a chart r;: t/^. ^

C R " with r]{x*) := h* G M" and a positive

constant c G R+ such that
(i)
(ii) \\{riopo r f ' ) (h) - h*\\ < c\\h -

for all h 6

It can be shown, that the above definition is independent of the chosen chart
T] and, if M C M" is a submanifold, it is compatible with any norm of R " .
Lemma 2.7. Let ip: M

M he twice continuously differentiahle in a neighbor-

hood [ 4 . c M of X* and let x* be a fixed point of the algorithmic map ip. Then
the algorithm induced by iterating p is locally quadratically convergent to x*, if
and only if the derivative of p at x* vanishes, i.e., Y)p){x*) = 0.
Remark 2.8. If, in addition to the above conditions, p is three times continuously
differentiable in U^,, with vanishing first and second derivatives at x*, it can easily
be shown by a Taylor argument, that the algorithm induced by iterating p> is
actually locally cubically convergent to x*.

2.2.2

Newton-type Methods on Smooth Manifolds

In the following, we briefly review some basic concepts of Newton-type methods
on smooth manifolds. Newton's method enjoys the significant property of being
locally quadratically convergent to a nondegenerate critical point of a given cost
functions. Let M be an n-dimensional smooth manifold and let x* € M be a
nondegenerate critical point of a smooth function /: Af ^ R. Without loss of
generality, let us assume that x* G M is a minimum point of /.
Newton's Method on Riemannian Manifolds
A typical approach for optimising a smooth function /: A/

R is to endow the

manifold M with a Riemannian structure.
Let X, G M be a A:-th iterate of a Newton's method optimising /. Rather
than movmg along a straight line as m the Euclidean case, a Riemannian Newton
Iteration moves along a geodesic 7. emanating from a point x , (see Figure 2 1 for

2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a Riemannian Newton's method,
an illustration of this idea), which is defined as
(2.31)
t ^

lx{t),

such that 7^(0) = x and 7^(0) = C € T^M.

Then the Riemannian Newton

direction ^ e T^^M at the current iterate Xk is computed by solving the foUowing
linear system
nf{xkK = -Vf{xk),

(2.32)

where V/(xfc) and H f { x k ) are the Riemannian gradient and Hessian of / with
respect to the Riemannian structure at Xk- Hence a Riemannian Newton update
at Xk can be formulated as
Xk+i = 7x, { t ) ,

(2.33)

with the step size t — I.
T o summarise, Newton's method for minimising a function f : M ^ R

can be

formulated as follows.
A l g o r i t h m 2 . 9 . Newton's method on Riemannian manifold M
Step 1: Given an initial guess xq G M and set k = 0.
Step 2: Compute the Riemannian Newton direction ^k ^ T^^M by solving
the linear system

Step 3: Move from Xk in direction

i.e., set Xk+i = 7x^(1)-

Step 4: If 6{xk+i-,Xk) is small enough, stop.
Otherwise, set fc = A; + 1 and go to Step 2.
Here, 6\

MXM

is a distance function induced by the Riemannian metric.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of a Newton-like method on smooth manifolds.
It is well known that, if x* G M is a nondegenerate critical point of / , then
Algorithm 2.9 is locally quadratically convergent to x*, (cf. [41, 101]).
Newton-like Method on Smooth Manifolds
Although Newton's method on Riemannian manifolds enjoys the promising property of fast local convergence, there exist two significant drawbacks;
(i) The Riemannian Hessian is usually difficult to evaluate.
(ii) Geodesies are often expensive to compute.
Recently, a novel Newton-like method with less computational complexity has
been proposed in [55] for solving optimisation problems in the more general setting
of smooth manifolds. Under certain conditions, these methods retain the property
of local quadratic convergence to a nondegenerate critical point. A subclass of
these methods can be considered as Riemannian Newton methods.
Firstly, for every point x G M , let a smooth map
CX(0) = x,

(2.34)

be a local diffeomorphism around 0 G M", which is called a local parametrisation
around x. If there exists an open neighborhood U^, c M of

and a smooth

map
C:
such that

xR"-.M,

= Q{h) for all x G C/,. and h G R", we call

smooth family of parametnsations

(2.35)
a locally

around rr^ Let { ( J . ^ m be another locally

smooth family of parametrisations around x* G M.
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A Newton-like method for minimising a smootli function / : M ^ R can be
described as follows (see Figure 2.2). Let

G Af be the k-th iteration point of a

Newton-like method on manifolds. Then, a local cost function can be constructed
by composing the original cost function / with the local parameterisation Cx*,
around x^, i.e.,
(2.36)
which is certainly a smooth function locally defined on the Euclidean space M".
Thus, one Euclidean Newton step h e R " , performed for the cost function expressed in local coordinates, can be calculated as the solution of the following
linear equation,
=

(2.37)

where V/oCx^(0) and 'H/oc^^iO) are the gradient and Hessian of / o

at 0 G M"

with respect to the standard Euclidean inner product on the parameter space
R".

Then projecting the Newton step h in the local coordinate back to the

manifold M by using the local parametrisation Cx^ completes a basic iteration of
a Newton-like method. Note that the local parameterisations (x and Q can be
the same.
In smnmary, a Newton-like method for minimising a smooth cost function
f : M ^ R

can be formulated as follows.

Algorithm 2.10. Newton-like method on smooth manifold M
Step 1: Given an initial guess XQ € M and set k = 0.
Step 2: Calculate / o

: R"

R.

Step 3: Compute the Euclidean Newton step, i.e., solve the linear system
for /i. G R " ,

Step 4: Set x^+i = (x^h)Step 5: If S{xk+i,xk) is small enough, stop.
Otherwise, set k = k + 1 and go to Step 2.
Here, S: M x M —> R is a distance function induced by the Riemannian metric.
Local convergence properties of Algorithm 2.10 are summarised as follows.
Theorem 2.11. Let M be an n-dimensional

manifold, x* G M be a nondegen-

erate critical point of the smooth cost function f : M ^ R, and let {Gl^eM

and
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of Jacobi-type method on smooth manifolds.
be two locally smooth families of parametrisations around x*. Under the

{Cx}xeM

condition
D C x ' ( 0 ) = DCx.(0),

(2.38)

Algorithm 2.10 converges locally quadratically fast to x*

•

Proof. The proof is given in [55 .

2.2.3

Jacobi-type Method on Smooth Manifolds

Now, we review some basic concepts of Jacobi-type method on smooth manifolds.
Jacobi's method is a well-known tool in the numerical linear algebra community
for solving matrix eigenvalue problems or singular value problems. It can also be
considered as optimisation procedures. Recently it has been successfully generalised to solve optimisation problems on smooth manifolds [52, 67].
A Jacobi-type method for optimising / : M

R consists of an iterative appli-

cation of so-called sweep operations. Starting from an arbitrary point x e M and
restricting the cost function / to a curve, it searches in a predetermined direction
to find the nearest local or global minimum of the restricted cost function. This
minimum is then the initial point for a subsequent minimisation along the next
predetermined direction, and so on (see Figure 2.3).
Let M be an n-dimensional smooth manifold, and let
i

X

M

M,

{t,x)
for z -

(2.39)

1 , . . . , n, be a set of smooth maps such that i/,(0, x) = x for all x e M

and the set

x),...,

x)} forms a basis of the tangent space T,M.

This
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set of smooth mappings is often referred to as the basic transformations.

For a

given X G Af, we denote
ul""^: R ^

M,

(2.40)

Then a Jacobi-type method for minimising a cost function f: M

R can be

summarised as fohows.
Algorithm 2.12. Jacobi-type method on smooth manifold M
Step 1: Given an initial guess xq e M and a set of basic transformations
M for J = 1 , . . . , n. Set i = 0.

uf.RxM^
Step 2: Let

= Xi and set i = z

1. For j = 1 , . . . , n, update

where
t* =

'

fargmin / o
f€R

lo,

otherwise.

Step 3: If S{xi,xi-i) is small enough, stop.
Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Here,

M x M —> R is a distance function induced by the Riemannian metric.

Local convergence properties of Algorithm 2.12 are given as follows.
Theorem 2.13. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold and let x* he a local minimum of the smooth cost function f:M^R
Let {/^i: R X M —>
and denote

=

with nondegenerate Hessian

Hf{x*).

be a set of basic transformations as defined in (2.39),
x*). If

= 0 for i ^ j, then Algorithm 2.12 is

locally quadratic convergent to x*.
Proof. See [67] for proof.

•

Remark 2.14. Clearly, Theorem 2.13 indicates that local convergence properties of Jacobi-type methods (Algorithm 2.12) depend remarkably on the choice of
basic transformations with respect to the Hessian Hf{x*).

For general cost func-

tions, however, critical points are usually unknown or not easy to characterise.
It is therefore often inapplicable to find a set of basic transformations such that
conditions given in Theorem 2.13 are satisfied.
For the linear ICA problem, by using the assumption of mutual statistical
independence of the sources, we are able to identify all solutions with correct
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source separation of the linear ICA problem as critical points of a variety of contrast functions for the linear ICA problem studied in this thesis, and characterise
the structure of Hessians at these desired critical points. These results lead to a
family of Jacobi-type linear ICA methods, which converge locally quadratically
fast to a solution with correct source separation. More details are discussed in
Chapter 3.

0

Note that, finding the nearest local or global minimum of restricted cost functions (Step 2 in Algorithm 2.12) is often unfeasible for general cost functions.
In this thesis, we follow a different approach that is based on a one dimensional
Newton optimisation step. Similar approximations of the optimal step size have
already been used in [43, 82]. We summarise such a Jacobi-type method occupying a single Newton step as follows.
Algorithm 2.15. Jacobi-type method with Newton steps on M
Step 1: Given an initial guess rro G M and a set of basic transformations
Uj-.Rx

M ^ M for J = 1 , . . . , n. Set i = 0;

Step 2: Let Xi+i = Xj and set i = z + 1. For j = 1 , . . . , n, update
where
(2.41)
t=0

Step 3: If d(xi,xi_i) is small enough, stop.
Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Here, 6: M x iV/

R is a distance function induced by the Riemannian metric.

Local convergence properties of Algorithm 2.15 will be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.2.4

Unit Sphere and Orthogonal Group

Before continuing on our analysis, we quickly review some facts about the unit
sphere

and the orthogonal group 0 ( m ) .

In this thesis, all derivations regarding the one-unit ICA problem (2.10), i.e.,
computations on

are performed using coordinate functions of R'", which

is the natural embedding space of

The tangent space T^S""'^ of

at

X e 5'"~Ms given by
= { e G R - l x^C = 0 } .

(2.42)
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Recall the definition of a great circle
direction ^ G
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of

at x e

for a given tangent

as

:= exp

- xO) X

^ i x ,

^^ ^^^
11^11=0;

\ xcostllell+e^^,

otherwise,

where exp(-) denotes matrix exponentiation. Obviously, /Xx(0) = x and fix{0) =
Great circles are geodesies on the unit sphere with respect to the Riemannian
metric induced by the Euclidean metric of the embedding space R"®, i.e.,
(2.44)
where 6 , 6 ^ T^S"'-^
For the parallel ICA problem (2.19), we consider the orthogonal group 0(m)
as an embedded submanifold of R'"^™. Let us denote the set of all m. x m skewsymmetric matrices by
SO(TO)

^ {fie

R™'^™ I n =

}.

(2.45)

Then the tangent space TxO{m) of 0 ( m ) at X G 0 ( m ) is given by
TxO{m) = {H € R™^"! S - X Q with Q G so(m)} .

(2.46)

Let us define a Riemannian metric on 0 ( m ) by
( X Q i , X Q a ) := - t r r ^ i ^ s ,
where XfluXQ,2

S TxO{m).

For a given tangent vector Xfl

(2.47)
G TxO{m),

the

geodesic fxx through X G 0{m) with respect to the Riemannian metric (2.47) is
given as follows
^

^ '

(2.48)

with nx{0) = X and fix{0) = X n .
Note that,

and

are considered as submanifolds of the embedding

space R™, similarly, 0 ( m ) C R™'^'" and T;,0(m) C R™^'".
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Chapter 3
Geometric Linear ICA Methods
There have been many contrast functions for the hnear ICA problem proposed
in accordance with different apphcations.

In this thesis, we only study three

classes of popular contrast functions, specifically, parametric contrast functions,
KDE based contrast functions, and HSIC based contrast functions. Due to the
similarities in terms of both analysis and derivation, in this chapter we only focus
on the development of geometric methods for optimising parametric contrast
functions for the linear ICA problem. For the convenience of readers, analogous
geometric methods for optimising KDE based contrast functions and HSIC based
contrast functions are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.
In general, ICA contrast functions are designed in accordance with certain
statistical assumptions of the specific application.

In this chapter, we provide

further justifications for parametric contrast functions from an optimisation point
of view.

Our analysis shows that solutions with correct source separation of

the linear ICA problem serve as critical points of these contrast functions. Our
analysis reveals that Hessians of these contrast functions at a desired critical
point, i.e. a solution of the linear ICA problem, share some simple structures
such that they can be evaluated with cheaper computational cost than at an
arbitrary point.
Based on these results, we propose a sensible approximation of true Hessians of
these parametric contrast functions at arbitrary points, which leads to a family
of approximate Newton-type ICA methods.

Moreover, we propose a family of

Jacobi-type linear ICA methods, according to the discoveries about the Hessians
at desired critical points.

Rigorous analysis shows that both families of linear

ICA methods converge locally quadratically fast to a solution of the linear ICA
problem. As an aside, it shows that the classic FastICA algorithm is a special
25
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case of our proposed methods.

3.1

One-unit Geometric Linear ICA Methods

First of all, let us formulate a generic parametric contrast function for the whitened
one-unit linear ICA model (2.10). Let denote by VF = [wu . . . ,

G

the

data matrix of the whitened observation w in the model (2.10) with the sample
size n >

m. Then, a parametric contrast function for the one-unit linear ICA

model (2.10) is given by

where

denotes the empirical mean over the samples indexed by k, and the

function G : R ^ R is a smooth function, which is chosen according to the specific application. Clearly, it will not be possible to fully investigate the contrast
function f^p with respect to all possible choices of G. Nevertheless, throughout
this thesis, we assume that G is a smooth even function, which has been shown
to be a useful choice for approximating the neg-entropy of random variables with
a symmetric distribution [58]. Moreover, it is easily seen that, if G is quadratic,
the contrast function fop measures essentially the variance of an extracted signal,
i.e. optimising the contrast /op simply leads to a one-unit form of P C A [62]. Thus
the function G is usually assumed to be non-quadratic as well.
Here we give two popular choices of G used in many real applications. One
simple example is given by
Gj: M -

GAx)

(3.2)

-X

which leads to the 4-th order moment as (2.16). The other popular choice, which
is often used to approximate the differential entropy (2.17), is given as
G2: M ^ K,
G2(x)-ilog(cosh(Aa:)),
with A e M\{0}.
Note that, optimising the contrast function /op (3.1) by a Newton type method
using a Lagrange multiplier approach together with a heuristic approximation of
Hessians leads to the classic FastICA algorithm.

Here, by using the geome-

tric optimisation techniques, we will develop an approximate Newton hnear ICA
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method, which optimises the function /op. We will show that the FastICA algorithm is just a special case of it.

3.1.1

Parametric One-unit Contrast Function

Firstly, let us characterise the critical point condition for the contrast function
/op (3.1). By the chain rule, the first derivative of /op in direction ^ e T^S"^'^ is
computed as follows
<=0

where Hx is a geodesic on

(3.4)

^ as defined in (2.43). Critical points of /op (3.1)

can then be characterised as solutions of
(3.5)
for all ^ G

This is equivalent to saying, that
Ek\G'{x'^Wk)wk] = Ax,

(3.6)

with A G M.
It is worthwhile to notice that the critical point condition for /op (3.1), i.e.
Equation (3.6), depends significantly on both the function G and the statistical features of the sources s. It therefore appears to be hardly possible to fully
characterise all critical points respecting all, possibly unknown, statistical features. Here we at least show that any x* G To as defined in Corollary 2.4, which
corresponds to a correct separation of a single source, fulfills the critical point
condition (3.6).
Let us denote the left-hand side of (3.6) as the following map
tpp-. S

(3.7)

^p(x) := Efc
Let us denote S = [ s i , . . . , s„] G

G'{x'wk)wk

the sampled data matrix of the sources s

and Sij G M be the j-th sample of the z-th source Sj. For any x* = ev^ G To, We
compute
%{x*)

=E,[G'{£vJVsi,)Vsk

=

eVEk[G'{s,k)sk].
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The last equality of (3.8) holds since G is even, i.e., G' is odd. Then the j - t h
entry of

can be computed as

(i) if j = i, then
(3.9)

Ek[G'{s,k)sJk]=^k[G'{s^k)s^k
(ii) if j ^ i, then

(3.10)
= 0.

Here, the first equahty of (3.10) holds because of the mutual statistical independence of the sources, while the second equality of (3.10) holds due to the centering
property (zero mean) of sources, i.e.,

= 0. Thus, we just showed
(3.11)

where e, denotes the z-th standard basis vector of R"". It is then clear that the
critical point condition for /op (3.5) holds true at any x* = evi G Tq, i.e.

(3.12)
It is worthwhile to notice that, for a given signal (non-zero), the expression
^^[^"(•SiA:)^^/^] is positive, because of the fact that G is even and nonzero. Note,
that there might exist more critical points of the contrast function /op (3.1), which
do not correspond to a correct separation of sources. Furthermore, by Eq. (3.12),
we can compute

This result clearly suggests a possibility of developing fixed point algorithms to
compute desired critical points of /op, i.e. solutions of the one-unit linear ICA
problem x* G To. A most prominent fixed point algorithm for the one-unit linear
ICA problem is certainly the FastICA algorithm [57, 59]. We will come back to
these issues later in Chapter 4.
Now we compute the second derivative of /op (3.1) at x G
e G
as follows

t=0

in direction

(3.14)
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where ju^ is a geodesic on 5'" ^ as defined in (2.43). Let us denote the matrix
valued expression in (3.14) by
H -. S

'm—

1

(3.15)

H{x)

:=Ek[G"{x'^Wk)wkwJ

A direct computation leads to
(3.16)
The last equality of (3.16) follows from the fact of G" being even. By applying
the mutual statistical independence and the whitening properties of the sources,
the {p,q)-th

entry of E^ [G"(sifc)sfcsJ] is

(i) if p = g

i, then

(3.17)

(ii) if p = q = i, then
(3.18)

Ek[G"{sik)spkSqk] = Ek[G"{s,k)sfk] ;
(iii)

p ^ q, without loss of generality, we can assume that q ^ i. Then
(3.19)

= 0.

Clearly, the expression E

^

i

nal entry being equal to Ek[G"{sik)s\]

s

a diagonal

matrix

with the z-th diago-

and all others being equal to Efc[G"(sifc)].

By computing
H{x*) = Ek[G"is,k)] Im + {Ek[G"{s,k)s^,] -

{x*x*^),

(3.20)

we conclude our computations as

= Ek[G"{s,k)] e^C - Ek[G'{esik)i£s,k)] CC

(3-21)
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Therefore, recalling the definition of Hessians at critical points, cf. (2.29), it is
easily seen that, the Hessian of /op (3.1) at a desired critical point x* e To, i.e.
the symmetric bihnear form Hj^^ix*): T^^S""'^ xT^.S""'^

R, is simply a scalar

matrix, i.e.
Hfjx*)

=

-

(3.22)

)Im.

Clearly, the value of the expression EA;[G"'(sifc)] - Efc[G'(sjfc)(sifc)], which depends
on both the nonlinear function G and statistical features of source signals s, varies
from case to case in accordance with the specific application. It is thus hardly
possible to characterise the Hessian Hf^^ix*) in a full generality.

Nevertheless,

we state the following assumption, which is widely accepted in the community,
and stay with it throughout this thesis. We refer to theorem 1 in [57] for further
discussions.
Assumption 3.1.

The nonlinear function

G: M ^

R is smooth,

even and

chosen such that the following inequality holds true for all sources in the parallel
linear ICA problem (2.4), i.e., for alH = 1 , . . . , m
- E,[G'{s,k){sik)] ^ 0.

(3.23)

It is known that, when the Kurtosis (2.16) is valid as a contrast, the Kurtosis of
all independent components must be nonzero. Assumption 3.1 can be considered
as a generalisation of this scenario, i.e., if the inequality (3.23) holds true for a
set of independent components, those components can be estimated by using the
corresponding function G. Thus, we conclude
Corollary 3.2.

Let To C

defined as in Corollary 24,

tions of the one-unit linear ICA problem (2.10) andG\ R

he the set of solu-

R a smooth

satisfying Assumption 3.1. Then any x* e To is a nondegenerate

function

critical point of

the one-unit contrast function /op (3.1).
Without loss of generahty, in what follows we assume that the point x* G To is
a local minimum of the contrast function /op (3.1), with positive definite Hessian

nux*).
3.1.2

Approximate Newton One-unit Linear ICA Method

In this subsection, we will develop a Newton-type method for minimising the
contrast function /op (3.1). Often, for a standard Newton method, the Hessian
is too expensive to compute at each step. In accordance with the results from
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above, i.e. a simple structure of Hessian of the contrast function fop (3.1) being a
scalar matrix at desired critical point x* E Tq, we propose a straightforward but
sensible approximation of true Hessians at each step. Using such an approximation, we show that it gives indeed the true Hessian at desired critical points of fop
(3.1). The resulting algorithm is proven to be locally quadratically convergent
to a solution with correct separation of a single source. Furthermore, the classic
FastICA algorithm is shown to be a special case of our proposed method.
Let

C R ' " be endowed with the Riemannian metric induced from the

standard scalar product of the embedding M " (2.44).

The geodesies with re-

spect to this metric are precisely the great circles fix (2.43).
to Eq. (3.4), the Riemannian gradient of fop at x e

Thus, according

with respect to the

Riemannian metric (2.44) can be computed as
V/op(a;) = {Im - XX^) Efc

(3.24)

w.

Here, Im — xx''^ is the orthogonal projection operator onto the tangent space
TxS'^'^ Recalling the Hessian of fop as calculated in Eq. (3.14), a Riemannian
Newton direction ^op £ T^S"^^^ can be computed by solving the following hnear
system
{Im - xx'^) (Efc [G" {x'^Wk) WkW^] - Efc [G' {x'^Wf,) x'^Wk] Im) ^op

(3.25)

Thus, a single iteration of a Riemannian Newton method for minimising the
contrast fop can be easily completed by projecting the above Newton step ^op S
Tj.S'""^ back onto

along a great circle fi^ (2.43) uniquely defined by the

direction ^opAlthough evaluating the great circle ji^ (2.43) is not too costly, we prefer to
use the orthogonal projection instead, which costs slightly less computations than
the great circle. Here, we specify the following curve on
Px- (-A,A)

through x €

gm-l^
x + t^

(3.26)

pAt) ••=
with A > 0 and arbitrary C e T^S^^'K Obviously, p^(0) = x and /9^(0) = ^

A

similar idea of replacing geodesies (great circles) by certain smooth curves has
already been explored in [3, 55, 99 .
There, however, exists a serious drawback of the aforementioned approach.
The expression E^[G" {x^Wk) w^wj^ at the left-hand side of (3.25) is an m x m
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dense matrix, often expensive to evaluate. Thus, in order to avoid computing the
true Hessian, one would prefer to have certain approximations of true Hessians
with cheap computational cost. Inspired by the property of the Hessian of fop
at critical point x* 6 To being a scalar matrix, cf. (3.22), it is intuitively reasonable to approximate the Riemannian Hessian of fop at arbitrary x G
i.e. the bihnear form
borhood Ux' C

T^S""'^ x

R, within an open neigh-

around x* by a scalar matrix as well, i.e. the Riemannian

Hessian Hf^^ix) at an arbitrary x E U^* acting on a tangent vector ^ G T^S"^''^
is approximated by scalar multiplication as follows
~

- ¥.k[G'{x''wk) x'^w^]

(3.27)

Although the expression (3.27) can seriously differ from the true Hessian, they
coincide at x*. The performance of this approximation will be verified in Theorem 3.4 and further investigated by numerical experiments in Chapter 5.
Therefore, an approximate Newton direction ^op € T^S"^'^ for minimising the
contrast /op can be computed by solving the following linear system
{Im - xx")

- Ek[G'{x'^w,)

{Ek[G"{x''wk)]

fo
bOp

(3.28)

Note that by construction, (Efc[^"(xTtyfc)] -Ek[G'{x'^Wk) x'^Wk]) Cop lies already in the tangent space T^S'^-'^. The projection Im - xx'^ on the left-hand
side of (3.28) is therefore redundant.
Thus, according to Assumption 3.1, the solution of (3.28) in terms of ^op is
well defined in Ux*, i.e.

Ek[G"{x-^Wk)\ - EklG'ix-^Wk) x-^wk]

e T^S'^-K

(3.29)

To summarise, we propose an approximate Newton algorithm for minimising the
contrast function fop as follows.
Algorithm 3.3. Approximate Newton parametric one-unit ICA algorithm
Step 1: Given an initial guess
Step 2: Compute xt^+D =
Step 3: Update
Step 4: If

e

and set i = 0;

-

^
- x^'^H is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, set i = z - M and go to Step 2.
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Now let us consider (3.29) as Cop:
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Then each iterate of

Algorithm 3.3 can be stated as the map
^ gm-l

J. , gm-l
^op •

(3.30)
X
In the following, we study the local convergence properties of Algorithm 3.3.
Theorem 3.4. Let To C
solutions of the one-unit
function

as defined m Corollary

(2.4), be the set of

linear ICA problem (2.10) and G: R ^

satisfying Assumption

3.L

Then Algorithm 3.3, i.e.

R a smooth

the algorithmic

map (pop (3.30), is locally quadratically convergent to x* G Tq.
Proof. Let us denote the numerator of (3.30) by
^R'",

fSop/3op(x)

(3.31)

x + ^op{x).

Since x* G To is a critical point of the contrast function fop (3.1), i.e.

= 0

thus Pop{x*) = X*, it is clear that any x* is a fixed point of (popAccording to Lemma 2.7, we now need to show that the first derivative of (pop
m—\
D(^op(a;): T^S

i
c'"—1
T'^op(x)'^

(3.32)

will vanish at x*. We compute
(3op{x*)fil{x*)
\\Pop{x*]

-"op
-'op(x*)

(3.33)

Ivn

\\Pop{x*W
=:n(x-)

The expression n ( x * ) is an orthogonal projection operator onto the complement
of span(x*). Thus, the algorithmic mapping (pop converges locally quadratically
fast to X*, if and only if the expression D

is equal to a scalar multiple

oi X*. A simple computation shows
(3.34)

x=x*

By denoting
^Tp!. bcm-l
C
ap{x) : = Ek[G"{x^Wk)]

- Ek[G'{x''wk)

x'^Wk] ,

(3.35)
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and recalling ipp as defined in (3.7), we compute

D u ( x ) e x=x' =

- D

{Im - xx'^)

^
x=x'

ap[x}

= - D

- xx^) e
(3.36)

- {Im - X*X*^)

^^^^
1
ap[x)

x=x*'

Since tpp{x*) is already shown to be equal to a scalar multiple of x* as in (3.12),
the third summand of the last equality of (3.36) simply equals zero.

Let us

compute
(3.37)
and

(3.38)

following the previous result (3.20). Substituting (3.37) and (3.38) into (3.36)
gives

CTp{x*)

x=x*
(Tp{x*)

= ^
=
Thus, we just showed that D

e-

e)

(3.39)

-e= 0, i.e. the first derivative D(^op(a;)

vanishes at x* G TQ. Therefore, the result follows.

•

Remark 3.5. After a simple computation, the algorithmic map 0op (3.30) can
be reformulated as
>m-l
Pop:
X

, g'n—l
[G'{x'^wk)wk - E f c [Cix-'w,)]
[G"{x'wk)]x)

x)

(3.40)
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where dp is defined in (3.35). If CTp(x) < 0, the map 0op can be simphfied as

-Efc

X

G'^x-^w,)

X

(3.4i:

X 1

-Efc

which is exactly the form of the classic FastICA algorithm. Under the situation
crp(x) > 0, however, it is well known that FastICA (3.41) will oscillate between
neighborhoods of two antipodes on

Unfortunately, the sign of crp(x) varies

from case to case in accordance with the choice of G and the features of sources
s. The main difficulty of analysing local convergence properties of the FastICA
algorithm is clearly the discontinuity of the corresponding map <^fica- In Chapter 4, we will analyse the FastICA algorithm in a proper framework, namely, the
projective space R P ' " " ^

3.2

0

Geometric Parallel Linear ICA Methods

In this section, we study the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8). Firstly, we characterise the critical point condition for a generic parametric contrast function for
the parallel linear ICA problem. It turns out that all solutions with correct source
separation of the linear ICA problem are critical points of this contrast function.
Further analysis shows that Hessians at desired critical points with correct source
separation enjoy some nice, simple structures. Based on these results, we propose
two geometric parallel linear ICA methods, specifically, an approximate Newtonlike method and a Jacobi-type method.

Both methods are proven to converge

locally quadratically fast to a correct separation.

3.2.1

Parametric Parallel Contrast Function

Inspired by the relation between the differential entropy (2.17) and the mutual
information (2.21), we construct a parametric contrast function for the parallel
linear ICA model (2.8) by simply summing up evaluations of the one-unit contrast
function fop (3.1) over all individual extracted signals, i.e.
/pp:0(m)--M,
A

r

X

n

(3-42)

1=1
This contrast function was firstly formulated and studied by Fiori in [40], In that
paper, several gradient based algorithms are proposed as well. In this section.
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we will develop an approximate Newton-like method and a Jacobi-type method
for minimising the contrast function /pp. Both methods are proven to converge
locally quadratically fast to a desired critical point, which corresponds to correct
source separations.
By the chain rule, the first derivative of fpp at X G 0(m} in direction H =
• • •, Cm]

G

T x O { m )

is computed by
t=o
m

(3.43)

i=l
m

i=l
where V'p is defined in (3.7), and ^x is a geodesic through X 6 0{m) as defined
in (2.48). Similar to the analysis of one-unit hnear ICA contrast /op (3.1), we are
only be able to show that X* 6 Tp, which corresponds to a correct separation of
all sources, is a critical point of /pp.
Let
T x ^ O { m ) .

G Tp, i.e., x* G To, and let

=

Recalling Eq. (3.12), i.e.

^|Jp{x*)

=

\x*

= [er,.--,^]

e

for some A G M+, and the

structure of TxO{m), we get
=

for all z = l , . . . , m .

(3.44)

0,

Clearly, the evaluation of Eq. (3.43) vanishes at X* G

Tp, i.e. any X* is a critical point of the contrast function /pp (3.42). A full
characterisation of all critical points of /pp is still an open problem.
Now let us define
^ p : 0 ( m ) -^M™^™,
(3.45)
where Vp(a;) is defined in (3.7). Recalling Eq. (3.12), i.e.

=

x*,

we compute

=

(3.46)

X * A ,

where
A = diag

.

(3.47)
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It is important to notice that all diagonal entries of A are positive due to Eq. (3.12).
It is then obvious that
=

(3.48)

where (Z)Q denotes the Q-factor of the unique QR decomposition of an invertible matrix Z e R™^". Thus, it certainly makes sense to construct fixed point
algorithms on 0{m)

to compute these desired critical points X* e Tp of the

ICA contrast function /pp (3.42). Similar ideas have been already explored in
40, 59, 98]. Fixed point algorithms for the parallel linear ICA problem will be
discussed further in Chapter 4. In what follows, we will focus on the development
of geometric optimisation methods.
Now let us denote ^ = [c^i,... ,uJm] = (wij)™-^! G so(m). The second derivative of /pp (3.42) at X e 0 ( m ) in direction E = XQ e TxO{m)

is computed

as

t=o

m

i=\
m

m

(3.49)

1=1
i--

i=l
m
i=i

where n x is a geodesic on 0{m)

as defined in (2.48). Here, H{x) and ^ p ( X ) are

defined in (3.15) and (3.45), respectively.
Let X* =

G Tp.

Without loss of generality, we assume that

X* = £iVi G Tq. Recalhng Eq. (3.20), the first summand of the last equality of
(3.49) is evaluated as
H (SiV,) X*
i=i
m

(3.50)
2= 1

\<i<j<m

and by (3.46), the second summand of the last equality of (3.49) at X* can be
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evaluated as

m

(3.51)

l<i<j<m

Thus, we summarise the quadratic form in ufj,
m
(3.52)

l<i<j<m

as a sum of pure squares.
R e m a r k 3.6. Let Q = (u;^)^"^^! € so(m) and let Q = ii^zj)i<i<j<m e R™^'"-!)/^
in a certain order. By denoting
A,,- = (E,[G"(s,,)] -

+ {Ek[G"is,,)] - E,[G'{sjk)sjk]),

(3.53)

and then defining A = {Xij)i<i<:j<m 6 M™('"-i)/2 in the same order as Q, the
equation (3.52) can be restated as
=n^diag(A)a

(3.54)

Thus the Hessian of the contrast function /pp (3.42) at desired critical point
X * G Tp, i.e. the symmetric bilinear form Hf^^iX*): Tx-0{m)

x Tx'0{m)

M,

is indeed diagonal with respect to the standard basis of
According to this discovery, similar to the last section, it is sensible to use a
diagonal matrix to approximate true Hessians of /pp within an open neighborhood
Ux' C 0 ( m ) around J^* e Tp. By using such an approximation of the Hessian, a
Newton-like direction can be approximated with a lower computational cost than
the true one. In Section 3.2.2, we develop an approximate Newton-like parallel
linear ICA method, which converges locally quadratically fast to a desired critical
point X * G Tp.
Furthermore, since the structure of the Hessian of /pp at desired critical points
X * G Tp has been unveiled, it would be simple to construct a set of basic transformations on 0 ( m ) , such that pre-determined search directions are mutually
orthogonal to Uf^^iX*).

A Jacobi-type parallel linear ICA method, which is

locally quadratically convergent to a correct source separations, is developed in
Section 3.2.3.

^
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As pointed out before, the value of the expression

- Ek[G'{sik)sik

depends on both the function G and source signals s in accordance with the
specific application. Here, it is even more difficult to discuss the definiteness of
the Hessian

Discussions regarding this issue are certainly a challenge.

Nevertheless, we conclude
Theorem 3.7. Let Tp C 0[m ), as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of solutions
of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) and let G:R

^

R be a smooth even

function such that
-

^ -(E,[G"(5,,)] -

for all i,j = 1,... ,m and i ^ j.

),

(3.55)

Then any X* e Tp ^5 a nondegenerate critical

point of fpp (3.42).

3.2.2

Approximate Newton Parallel Linear ICA Method

In this subsection, we will firstly generalise the idea of approximating the Hessian
as explored in Section 3.1.2 to develop an approximate Newton-like method on
smooth manifolds. Local convergence properties of this method are investigated.
As a direct application, we propose an approximate Newton-like method for minimising the parametric parallel contrast function /pp (3.42).
Let M be an n-dimensional smooth manifold and x* E M he & nondegenerate
critical point of the smooth function / : M ^ R. Let {Cx}xeA/ and {CX}X€M be two
local smooth families of parameterisations around x* as defined in (2.35), satisfying the condition (2.38). For a standard Newton-like method (Algorithm 2.10),
one needs to compute the Hessian of / o (j.: M" ^ R, i.e. the symmetric bilinear
form

H/OG(0): R"

X

R"

R , at each step. In general, this is very expensive.

Now let us assume that the Hessian H/OG(0) at x* can be evaluated with lower
computational cost than at an arbitrary x E M.
tric bilinear form H(x): R" x R " ^

Let us construct a symme-

R, which is smoothly defined in an open

neighborhood U^, C M around x*, i.e. H: f/^.

R"'^™, such that

H(x*) = H/oc..(0).

(3.56)

Clearly, H(a;) yields locally a good approximation of the true Hessian H/OCJ(0)
in Ux*- We then propose an approximate Newton-hke method for minimising / ,
which is defined by iterating the following map
^

,

3.57
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Since x* is a nondegenerate critical point of / and H(x) satisfies the condition
(3.56), the expression

is well defined in U^'. Using similar techniques

as in [50, 55], we investigate the local convergence properties of the algorithmic
map (fi (3.57) as follows.
Theorem 3.8. Let M be an n-dimensional
minimum of the smooth cost function
Hf{x*).

f:M

manifold, and let x* G M he a local
^

R with nondegenerate

Let {CX}X6M and {CX}X€M be two local smooth families of

Hessian

parameterisa-

tions around x* satisfying the condition (2.38), and let H(x): R " x R " ^

R 6e

bilinear form smoothly defined on an open neighborhood U^* C M

a symmetric

around x* such that the condition (3.56) holds.

Then the algorithm induced by

iterating the map ip (3.57) converges locally quadratically fast to x*.
Proof

Let C/C- U^* x R " —> M be smooth and such that C{x,h)

C,{x,h) = Cx{h) for all x G

= Cx(^) and

and h G R " . Since x* is a critical point of / , i.e.

V/oc^. (0) = 0, it is easily seen that
(3.58)

ip{x*) = C{x*,0) = x*,

i.e., X* is a fixed point of the algorithmic map Lp (3.57). In the following, we will
show that the derivative of the algorithmic map ip (3.57) vanishes at x*.
Let ^ G TxM, we compute
D

= Di C {x*, - { H { x * ) ) - ' V/oc.. (0)) ^

^

where Di(-)^ denotes the derivative of (•) with respect to the z-th argument in
direction

The first summand on the right side of (3.59) can be computed as

= DiC(x*,0)e

(3.60)

following the fact that x* is a critical point of / . By the chain rule, we compute
the second summand on the right-hand side of (3.59) as

=D^ C

- mx*))-'

(0)) D ( - (H(x^))-1

(0)) e.

The left term on the right-hand side of (3.61) is easily computed as
D2C(x^-(H(x*))-lV/oc..(0)) =D2C(x*,0),

(3.62)
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since x* is a critical point of / . Now, we compute the right term on the right-hand
side of (3.61) as

= (D imx*))-')

e)

(0) +

D (V/oc.. (0)) e.

Following the fact that x* is a critical point of / , it is easily seen that the first
summand on the right-hand side of (3.63) is equal to zero. RecaU the definition
of gradient oi f o

with respect to the standard Euclidean inner product on R "

(2.44) as
(V/oG (0), h) = D fix) D2 a^, 0)h,

(3.64)

where h G R". Differentiating (3.64) with respect to x at x* gives
(D (V/oc,. (0)) e, h) = D' / ( x * ) ( D 2

0)/., 0

(3.65)

The second summand on the right-hand side of (3.65) is simply equal to zero
because x* is a critical point / . By using the synmietry of Hessian, we compute
the first summand on the right-hand side of (3.65) as

= D^ fix*)

D2

(D2

0) (D2

0))-^ 0

(3-66)

i.e.,
D (V/oc,. (0)) e = H/oc.. (0) (D2 Cix*, 0 ) ) - ' e.

(3.67)

Recalling the condition (3.56), i.e. H(x*) = H/oc,.(0), we get
(H(x*))-^ D (V;oc,. (0)) e = (D2

0 ) ) - ' e-

(3.68)

Finally we conclude our computations as

D

= e - D2

0) (D2

0))-^ e

(3.69)

= 0,

for arbitrary ^ G T^M. Therefore, the result follows simply from Lemma 2.7.

•

In what follows, we will develop an approximate Newton-like method for optimising the parametric parallel contrast function /pp (3.42).

Without loss of

generality, let us assume that X * G Tp is a local minimum of the contrast function /pp (3.42).
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First of all, let us define a local smooth family of parameterisations {px]x€0(m)
on 0 ( m ) by

Px(Q):=Xexp(Q).

It is known that the calculation of the matrix exponential of an arbitrary Q G
so(m) requires an expensive iterative process [83]. To overcome this computational issue, one can utilise a first order approximation of the matrix exponential
via a QB decomposition, which preserves orthogonality. A similar idea has been
explored by Adler et al. in [3 .
Let Z — Z q Z r be the unique QR decomposition of an invertible matrix
Z E R™^"" into an orthogonal matrix ZQ G 0(m) and an upper triangular

matrix ZR G

with positive diagonal entries. We denote the two factors

of the unique QR decomposition by
Q: R™^'"
A

^

0(M),
AQ,

and
R:

^mxm _ {X G R'"^™ I Xu > 0 , =
Y
Y
X H^ Xr.

0 for all i > j] ,

(3.72)

Now, for a given Q G so(m), let us compute the unique QR decomposition of
the matrix / „ + Q. Since the determinant of
+ f] is always positive, the QR
decomposition is unique with diagonal entries of ( / „ + f])^ being positive and
det(/„ + f2)Q = 1. We then define a second local parameterisation {px]xeO(m)
on 0{m) as
Px'- 6o(m)

0{m)

It can be easily shown that
Dpx(0) = Dp;,(0),
for a n y X G

(3.74)

0{m).

Now let us recall Remark 3.6. Due to the simple structure of the Hessian
of /pp at desired critical points

G Tp being simply a diagonal matrix, we

approximate the Hessian of U^OP^ at 0 G so(m) for arbitrary X EUX-, i.e. the
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symmetric bilinear form Hf^popxiO): 6o(m) x 6o(m) ^ M, by a diagonal matrix
as well, i.e.
m

I ]
l<i<j<m

+

(3.75)

where ap is defined in (3.35). Clearly, this choice may seriously differ from the
true Hessian. Nevertheless, the approximation (3.75) gives the true Hessian of
fpp ° Px(0)

at the critical points X* G Tp.

Now, by recalling the first derivative of fpp as calculated in (3.43) and restating
it as
m

(3-76)

Dfpp{X)E=
l<i<j<m

an approximate Newton direction Q = (u;^)^^^] G so(m) can be explicitly computed as
(ap(x,) + a p { x j ) ) u i j = - {xJ^pp{xj) - t p p i x i ^ x j ) ,

(3.77)

for all 1 < i < J < m. Clearly, condition (3.55) ensures that solutions of equations
(3.77) are weh defined in an open neighborhood Ux* around X* e Tp. Thus, by
denoting an approximate Newton-like step as
j^(PP). u^,

^60(m),
(3.78)

where
^(pp): Ux' -

M,
i:p{x^yx,-x]^|Jp{x,)

(3-79)

(yp{x^)+ap{xJ)
for all I < i < j

< m, and substituting the approximate Newton-like step

Q(PP)(X) into px (3.73), we end up with the following algorithmic map
$pp: 0 ( m ) - > 0 ( m ) ,
,
X

X

(3.80)

^px

Finally, iterating the map $pp gives an approximate Newton-like parallel I C A
algorithm as follows.
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A l g o r i t h m 3.9. Approximate Newton parametric parallel ICA algorithm
Step 1: Given an initial guess X*®' =

...

G 0{m)

and set k = 0.

Step 2: Compute n'-'"^ = (t^lf )"•=! e so(m) with

where ipp{xi,xj) = Ek[G'{xJwk){xJwk)], and

Step 3: Update
Step 4: If

^ X^'^^Im +
- A'^^'H is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, set A; = fc + 1 and go to Step 2.
Here, || • || is any matrix norm.
Local convergence properties of Algorithm 3.9, i.e. the algorithmic map $pp
(3.80), follows directly from Theorem 3.8.
Corollary 3.10. Let Tp c 0{m),

as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of

solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8). If X* G Tp is a nondegenerate
critical point of the contrast function /pp (3.42), then Algorithm 3.9 is locally
quadratically convergent to X*.

3.2.3

Jacobi-type Parallel Linear ICA M e t h o d

In this subsection, we will develop a Jacobi-type algorithm for minimising the
parallel contrast function /pp (3.42).

Firstly, we will study local convergence

properties of the Jacobi-type algorithm (Algorithm 2.15), which employs a single Newton step.

Similar techniques have been used to investigate the local

convergence properties of the classic Jacobi-type method (Algorithm 2.12) in
theorem 2.10 [67].
T h e o r e m 3.11. Let M be an n-dimensional
mum of the smooth cost function f : M
Let {ui'.Ux

M

and denote

=

manifold and let x* be a local mini-

R with nondegenerate Hessian

M j f ^ i be a set of baste transformations
IfHj{x*){i„Q

= Q fori

Hfix*).

as defined in (2.39),

^ j, then Algorithm

2.15 is

locally quadratic convergent to x*.
Proof

Let us denote j/^^^) =

x). By denoting one basic step within a sweep
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of Algorithm 2.15 by
u,: M

where

tf{x)

M,

(3.81)

is a single Newton step for minimising the restricted function

foul^''

as in (2.41), one sweep of Algorithm 2.15 is simply the composition
ip: M ^
X H->

M,
^
o ... o

(3-82)

^
Ui{x).

First of all, evaluating the single Newton step size at x* gives
t=o
d2
Ai

(3.83)

Hjix^m^iiY
Considering the fact that x* is a local minimum of / with nondegenerate Hessian
Hf{x*),

i.e. n f { x * ) { C , 0 + 0 for any i € T^A/, we conclude that the Newton

step size tf{x)

(2.41) are well defined in an open neighborhood U^* C M around

X*. Since x* is a critical point of / , it is clear that D f{x*)^i is equal to zero for
alH = 1 , . . . , n, i.e.,

tf{x*) =

0. Thus we get directly that
Ui{x*) = iyi{{),x*) ^ x *

for alH = 1 , . . . ,n, i.e.,

ip{x*)

=

x*.

(3.84)

Therefore, we conclude that

x*

e

M

is a

fixed point of the Jacobi-type algorithmic map ip (3.82).
Now let ^ G Tx'M be an arbitrary tangent vector. We compute the derivative
of Vi at

X*

as
D

= Di u.it'^ix*), x*)^ + D2

X*)t

(3.85)

The second summand on the right-hand side of (3.85) is easily computed as

because of the fact that x* is a critical point of / . Let us now compute the first
summand on the right-hand side of (3.85) by
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A direct computation gives
D

= - D
-D

=

(3.88)

where the second summand in (3.88) is equal to zero since x* is a critical point
of / , i.e., D f{x*)^i — 0. Then, we summarise our computations as

Thus Dui{x*) is a projection operator that - by orthogonality of the ^j's with
respect to Hj - maps ^ into the complement of span(^,). The composition of
these projection operators is therefore the zero map. Thus, we conclude

for any ^ G T^M. Therefore, the result follows.

•

In the following, we quickly construct a Jacobi-type method for minimising
the parallel contrast function /pp (3.42). Let

= (u;^)"^^! G so{m) be defined

by u}ij = -ujji = 1 and zeros anywhere else. We construct a basis of so(m) by
{Q,, G60(m) I 1 < i < J < m } ,

(3.91)

and then define a set of basic transformations on 0 ( m ) as
^lij: M X 0 ( m )

0(m),

where Q^, e 13 for 1 < i < j < m. Clearly,

X) =

set

By the special structure of

the matrix E =

forms a basis of TxO{m).

G TxO{m),

and the

exp(tyny) is computed as being a Jacobi rotation,

i.e., it is equal to the identity matrix except for the pp, qq, pq and qp entries with
(^PP =

= cos(ty),
•
^

(3-93)
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Let X* e Tp be a correct separation point of the parallel linear ICA problem.
Recalling Eq. (3.52), we compute
(3.94)
for any flij, fipg G B with (i, j ) ^ {p, q), i.e., any pair of directions X*Qij,X*npq
Tx*0{m)

£

are mutually orthogonal with respect to Hf^^^X*).

Now, let us fixed a direction XQ,ij G TxO{m)

at a basic step in one sweep,

and denote
0{m),

(3.95)

We need to minimise
£ o /iy-W :
/pp

(3.96)

Following the results (3.43) and (3.49),
(3.97)
where
(3.98)
Moreover,
^rfppiX

= ap{xi,xj)

+

(3.99)

dp{xj,xi)

where
^
(Tp!. om-l

X

^

K,

(3.100)

:=Ek[G"ixJwk){xJw,)']-Ek[G'{xJwk)ixJwk)
Thus, a single Newton step size for this fixed direction X Q i j can be computed by
_

ipp{xj,Xi) - ipp{xi,Xj
dp{xi,xj) + ap{xj,xi) •

(3.101)

Finally, moving along the curve ii\f' completes a simple step within a sweep.
Since we want to minimise the parallel contrast function /pp (3.42), to ensure
the one dimensional Newton direction to point downhill, one can force the denominator defined in (3.101) to be positive by taking the absolute value of the
Hessian of /pp o

Thus, we summarise a Jacobi-type method for minimising

the parametric parallel linear ICA contrast function /pp (3.42) as follows.
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Algorithm 3.12. Jacobi-type Parametric parallel linear ICA method
Step 1: Given an initial guess

=

..

G 0 ( m ) and a set of

predetermined directions B C s o ( m ) as defined in (3.91). Set A; = 0.
Step 2: Set fc = A; + 1. For 1 < i < j < m;
(i) Calculate a Newton step size tij G M

where ^ p { x i , x j ) = Ek[G'{xJwk)ixJwk)], and
dp{x„xj)

^Ek[G"{xJwk){xJw,)']

(ii) Update X^ ^
Step 3: If

-Ek[G'{xJwk){xJwk)]-,

Xkexp{Ujfl,j).

- A^''-^)!! is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Again, || • || is any matrix norm.
The local convergence property of Algorithm 3.12 follows directly from Theorem 3.11.
Corollary 3.13. Let Tp C 0 ( m ) , as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of
solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8).

If A * G Tp is a local min-

imum of the contrast function /pp (3.42) with a nondegenerate Hessian, then
Algorithm 3.12 is locally quadratically convergent to X*.

Chapter 4
FastICA and Its Generalisations
In this chapter, we will study several generalisations of FastICA and investigate
local convergence properties of these FastICA based algorithms.

As shown in

Chapter 3, the classic FastICA algorithm can be considered as a special case of
an approximate Newton type method. Here, we will provide a new interpretation
of FastICA being a fixed point algorithm. In the framework of scalar shift strategy,
we propose a family of fixed point linear ICA algorithms, which can be considered
as a direct generalisation of FastICA. By generalising the concept of a scalar shift
strategy to a matrix shift strategy, we develop a matrix shifted parallel linear
ICA algorithm, the so-called QH FastICA algorithm, which is indeed a natural
generalisation of FastICA to a full matrix.
Although FastICA based algorithms, including FastICA and QR FastICA,
are well known for their fast local convergence, the analysis of their convergence
behavior is a bit involved. It is well known that, under certain situations, the
FastICA algorithm oscillates between neighborhoods of two antipodes on the
unit sphere, i.e. the sequence generated by FastICA does not converge pointwise.
Similarly, the QR FastICA algorithm also suff'ers from a column-wise sign flipping
phenomenon on the orthogonal group, which is indeed inherent from FastICA.
The major difficulties of analysis rely on the problem: how the concept of rate of
convergence is comprehended.
If a sequence does not converge to a single point but to a set of points, one
possible approach could be to measure the distance to this set and investigate
how this distance decreases after each iteration.

Here, we will not follow this

idea, but instead, propose two strategies to investigate the local convergence
properties of FastICA based algorithms. Our first idea is to modify the original
algorithms by introducing proper sign correction terms such that the sign flipping
49
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phenomena disappear. Then convergence properties of the modified algorithms
can be proved by the Taylor-type arguments. However, such an approach still
does not address the question of mathematically rigorous analysis of the original
algorithms. Thus, our second idea is to "factor out" this sign flipping behavior
by applying the mathematical concept of a principal fibre bundle.

Eventually,

both the original FastICA algorithm and the QR FastICA algorithm are proven
to be locally quadratically convergent to a correct source separation.

4.1

Scalar Shifted Linear ICA Algorithms

Let us recall the FastICA algorithmic map (p^ca

Efc

x
G'{x'^Wk)wk
-Ek
-Ek[G"{x^Wk)]
a; 1

(4.1)

cf. Eq. (3.41). It is clear that the second term in the numerator, i.e. the expression

Ek[G"{x'''Wk)], can

be treated as a scalar shift, i.e.

words, the FastICA map

x h^ Ek[G"{x~''wk)]x.

is simply a scalar shifted version of the following

one-unit hnear ICA algorithmic map

gm-l^

'Tn—l

X

(4.2)

Clearly, any solution with correct source separation x* G To is a fixed point of
0ica simply because of Eq. (3.13). The simple fixed point algorithm induced by
iterating 0ica was firstly proposed by Regalia and Kofidis in [92], as a special case
of a gradient descent algorithm developed by Hyvarinen in [57]. An analysis of
local monotonic convergence of the algorithm is provided in [92] as well. In this
section, we will focus on the local convergence rate of the algorithmic map 0ica.
In the framework of a scalar shift strategy, local quadratic and cubic convergence
properties of generalised versions of ^i^a are analysed.
By replacing the scalar term Ek[G"{x^w,)] in (4.1) by another smooth realvalued function
S""-' ^ R, we construct a general scalar shifted one-unit
linear ICA algorithmic map as follows
<m—l

: 5

X

sm-l
E ,
G'{x'^Wk)wk
- 9ica{x)x
mk[G'{x^Wk)wk]
6'ica(a;)x||

(4.3)
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In this section, we will investigate the possibilities of accelerating the algorithmic
map

i.e., under which conditions on the scalar shift O^ca such that the iterative

algorithm defined by Xk+i = (j)tca.{^k) converges locally quadratically or locally
cubically fast to a correct separation point x* G Tq.

4.1.1

Forward Iteration Algorithms on

In this subsection, we will develop a general framework of accelerating forward
iteration algorithms on

to obtain fast convergence rate. The results deve-

loped here will lead to a local convergence analysis of a scalar shifted one-unit
linear ICA map cj)?^^ (4.3). As an aside, we will apply these results to analyse
local convergence properties of the power iteration method, which computes the
dominant eigenvector of a positive definite matrix, shown in Appendix C.
First of all, let us generalise the algorithmic map
iteration algorithm on

to a general forward

Consider

p{x)

(4-4)

mm'
where
(i)

—> R'"\{0} is assumed to be smooth. Moreover, assume that
G

is a fixed point of ^ (4.4), i.e. I3{x*) =

(ii) In a suitable neighborhood U^c* C

mx*)\\x*.

of x*, the sequence produced by

iterating Lp (4.4) converges to x*.
(iii) The first derivative of if (4.4) does not vanish at x*.
The latter (iii) simply implies that iterating ip (4.4) does not converge locally
quadratically fast to x*.
One possible strategy to increase the convergence rate of the algorithmic map
Lf (4.4) is to introduce a scalar shift, i.e.
^s.

gm-l

gm-l^

X

where 0:

p{x)-e{x)x
\p{x)-e{x)x

(4-5)

^ M is a smooth function. Obviously, to ensure that the map (yC® is

defined at x*, it is required that e{x*)
x* cannot be a fixed point of

\\P{x*)\\. Moreover, it is easily seen that

if e{x*) > \\P{x*)\\, as in this case the algorithmic
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map (yj® suffers from a sign flipping phenomenon, i.e. (f^ix*) = -x*.

Nevertheless,

this difficulty can be resolved by introducing a proper sign correction term. Let
us define
;
aix)

4.6
•-x^f3ix)-0ix),

which indicates the angle between two consecutive iterates generated by y?® (4.5).
By the assumption that d(x*)

||/?(x*)||, one gets a(x*)

^ 0. We then construct

the map

(4.7)

a(x}(/^(x)-0ix)x)
\\a{x)\l3{x) -

e{x)x)\\'

A simple calculation shows that
(5{x*)-e{x*)x*=\\f3{x*)\\x*-e{x'')x*
=

(4.8)

a{x*)x*.

i.e.,
^Hx*)

a{x*)

=

{pjx*)

-

e{x*)x*)

\a{x*) {(3{x*) - e{x*)x*) II

^

{aix*)fx*

(49)

II

= X*.
Thus, we just showed
L e m m a 4 . 1 . Let ip:
and let x* G

^

be an algonthmie

be a fixed point of (p. If the scalar

in (4.4),

map as defined
shift 9:

M

0{x*)^\\f5{x*)l
then X* IS a fixed point of the algorithmic

map ip^ defined

satisfies
(4.10)

m (4.7) as

well.

According to Lemma 2.7, to make the algorithmic map (pS (4.7) converge
locally quadratically fast to a fixed point x* is equivalent to find a suitable scalar
shift e such that the first derivative of
numerator of

at x* vanishes. Now, let us denote the

(4.7) by
pg.

^m-l

J^m^

PHx):=a{x){P{x)-9{x)x).
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By the chain rule, we compute the first derivative of ip^ in tangent direction
4 e

as
= p

^

•

•

,

(4.12)

where
(4.13)
As X* is a fixed point of (f^ (4.7), the orthogonal projection operator n(x*)
projects onto the complement of span(a:*). Hence the first derivative of ip^ vanishes at X* if and only if the first derivative of
of

(4.11) at x* is a scalar multiple

X*.

Let us denote
OS. gm-1

J^m
(4.14)

p'{x)
i.e. /?s(x) = a{x)P^{x).

:= (3{x) -

9{x)x,

We compute

= a{x*) •

+

• f3%x*).

(4.15)

By recalling the fact that P%x*) is already a scalar multiple of x* as shown in
(4.8), and by computing
=

-x*,

(4.16)

where the third summand of (4.16) is simply a scalar multiple of x*, Eq. (4.12)
is equal to zero if and only if the following equality
=
where A e R, holds true for arbitrary ^ G

(4.17)
Thus, we conclude the

following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Let ip:
let x* e
convergent

—>

be an algorithmic map as defined in (4.4),

be a fixed point ofip, and assume the map ip is only locally linearly
to x*.

Then the algorithmic map ip^ as defined in (4.7) is locally

quadratically convergent to x* if and only if the smooth scalar shift 6:
satisfies the following

for A G M.

equality

^ M
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Remark 4.3. Clearly, a most simple situation occurs when A = 0. In other words,
if the first derivative of /3{x) at x*, i.e. the linear operator D/?(x*): T^'S"^'^
M*" acts on a tangent vector ^ G

simply by scalar multiplication. Then

there exists a smooth scalar shift strategy 6 satisfying
(4.18)
such that the algorithmic map
to

as in (4.7) converges locally quadratically fast
0

X*.

In what follows, we will investigate local cubic convergence properties of the
algorithmic map (yC® (4.7), i.e., additional conditions on the scalar shift 9, with the
condition (4.17) already fulfilled, such that the second derivative of (^s vanishes.
By the chain rule, we compute

+ p i ^

•

•

(4.19)
x=x*

Since the condition (4.17) is already assumed to be satisfied, i.e.
(4.20)
for certain A e K, the first summand in (4.19) is simply equal to zero. For the
second summand in (4.19), we compute

2 ||/?.(x)f

Recalling Eq. (4.20) and the fact that
Dnfxlfl

-

+

A
A

is a fixed point of ^^ (4.7), we get
_

+

(4-22)
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Thus, the second summand of (4.19) is equal to zero as well. Therefore, the
second derivative of (^J® (4.7) vanishes at x* if and only if the second derivative of
at X* is a scalar multiple of x* as well. We now compute

+

Since the algorithmic map

(4-23)

is already assumed to converge locally quadratically

fast to a fixed point x*, both the second and third summands of (4.23) are already
scalar multiples of x*. Finally, by computing
(4.24)
X
where the third and the forth summands in (4.24) are simply scalar multiples of
X*, the evaluation of (4.23) vanishes if and only if the following equality holds for
arbitrary ^ e T^^S""'^
- 2

•^ =

(4-25)

where A G R. Thus we conclude
T h e o r e m 4.4. Let (p:
let X* e
convergent

S''""^ be an algorithmic map as defined in (4.4),

be a fixed point ofip, and assume the map ip is only locally linearly
to x*.

Then the algorithmic

map ip^ as defined in (4.7) is locally

cubically convergent to x* if and only if the smooth scalar shift 6:
satisfies both the condition

^ M

(4.18) and, for arbitrary ^ G T ^ . S ^ ^ S

where A G R.

4.1.2

Local Convergence Analysis

Based on the general results developed in the last subsection, we will now investigate local convergence properties of the generalised fixed point ICA map (t)?^^
(4.3). To avoid the potential phenomenon of sign flipping as the original FastICA
suffers from, we construct the following linear ICA map

aic^{x) ( E f c
X

- Oic^{x)x)

-

I I

(4.26)
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where
Qfira : Sm

- l

aica(x) := Ek[G'{x'^Wk)x'^Wk]

(4.27)

-

is a proper sign correction term. Now let x* = evi G TQ. Recalling Eq. (3.12), i.e.
¥.k[G'{x*'^Wk)wk] = Ek[G'{sik)sik]x*, we conclude the following result directly
from Lemma 4.1.
Corollary 4.5. Let To C

defined as in Corollary 2.4, be the set of solutions

of the one-unit hnear ICA problem (2.10), and let

^

be a one-

unit hnear ICA map as defined in (4.26). If the smooth scalar shift ^ica:

M

satisfy the condition
0ica(x*) ^ E,[G'{s,k)sik],

(4.28)

for any x* = eVi e To, then x* is a fixed point of (pl^.
Straightforwardly, let x* = ev^ e To and recall the computation (3.38), i.e.
DEk[G'{x^Wk)wk]

=

Following Theorem 4.2, we conclude

Corollary 4.6. Let To C

defined as in Corollary 2.4, be the set of solutions

of the one-unit hnear ICA problem (2.10), let

be a one-unit

linear ICA map as defined in (4.26), and assume x* = evi G To be a fixed point of
'/'fca- Then

is locally quadratically convergent to x* if and only if the following

equality holds
eu^*)

= Ek[G"{s,k)

(4.29)

Remark 4.7. Clearly, the scalar shift utilised in the FastICA map ^Rea (4.1),
I.e.,
t'fica

: 5m-l
Ondx)

:=Ek[G"{x^Wk)

(4.30)

is actually a simple choice of a scalar shift strategy, satisfying the condition (4.29).
It therefore accelerates the map

to converge locally quadratically fast to a

correct separation.
Finally we will study local cubic convergence properties of
compute

^
(4.26). Let us

(4.31)
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Following similar steps from (3.6) to (3.9), it can be shown that the second
summand in (4.31) gives already a scalar multiple of x*. Thus, by Theorem 4.4,
the algorithmic map

(4.26) converges locally cubically fast to x* E To, if and

only if the following equally holds for arbitrary ^ G T^'S"^^^
E,

U

- 2

•^=

(4.32)

with A e R.
Now let V = [ f i , . . . , ^ ^ ] =

e 0{rn)

be the mixing matrix in the

whitened linear ICA model (2.4) and x* = evi G Tq, we denote

:= y ^ e e
for i G

'm
hvn

By the structure of

entry of h is equal to zero, i.e.,

(4.33)

it is clearly seen that the z-th

= x*^^ = 0. Hence, by recalling the whitened

hnear ICA model (2.4), we represent the first summand on the left-hand side of
(4.32) as

E,

(4.34)

= VEfc

By denoting
r =

(4.35)

E,
the entries r^, for j = 1 , . . . , m, can then be computed explicitly as follows
(i) if j = i, then
/
G"'{s,k)Sik

m
^P^P''

\p=l,p/i

/

(4.36)
+

Kh,Ek[SpkSqk]^k[G"'{s,k)s^k]
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(ii) if j ^ i, then
/
Tj

m
^

G"'{sik)sjk

hpSpk

'jk
m

+

/^pE.ME^sy

(4.37)

m

+

hphgEk[G"'{sik)sjkSpkSgk]

Now let us further decompose the expression in (4.34) as
m

r^Vi+

Y^

(4.38)

rjVj.

It can be seen that making the equation (4.32) hold true is equivalent to requiring
Ym
=
(4.39)
for arbitrary ^ G T^.S""'^. Therefore the condition to make the second derivative
of

(4.26) vanish, i.e., to accelerate the one-unit hnear ICA map

(4.26) to

converge locally cubically fast to x\ is that the following equation holds true for
every l-ih. entry of ^ with I = 1 , . . . , m,
m

E

• E, [ 4 ] . ( x j o ' •

= 2(D

'

(4.40)

Certainly, to verify (4.40) for given G and known statistical properties of the
sources s might be a challenge.
In the rest of this section, we investigate the local cubic convergence properties
of the original FastICA algorithm (/>fiea (4.1). Now, taking the derivative of the
FastICA shift

defined in (4.30) gives
D

= e^Efc [G"'{x*^Wk)wk] .

(4.41)

By using similar approaches from (3.6) to (3.9), it can be shown that the expression

must be equal to zero. Hence the simplest solution for which

equations (4.40) are true at

= evi 6 To is either
(4.42)
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or
for all J =

-

+l,...,m.

(4.43)

Here we discuss three specific situations, when the original FastICA converges
locally cubically fast to a solution with correct source separation, which have
been briefly studied in [58 .
(i) By the assumption of zero mean on the sources s, it is easily seen that
the first condition (4.42) can be fulfilled by choosing a popular contrast
function, Kurtosis

(2.16), i.e. using the nonlinear function G{x) =

(ii) If a source s^ has a synnnetric distribution and due to the fact that G is even,
i.e. G'" is odd, the condition (4.42) holds true. Thus, FastICA converges
locally cubically fast to a correct separation of Sj.
(iii) If source signals Sj have symmetric distributions for all j = 1 , . . . , i — 1, i +
1 , . . . ,r??, the second condition (4.43) is fulfilled. Then FastICA converges
locally cubically fast to a solution with correct separation of Sj.

4.2

M a t r i x S h i f t e d Linear I C A A l g o r i t h m

The FastICA algorithm is certainly a prominent method for solving the one-unit
linear ICA problem. In the framework of geometric optimisation methods, we
have successfully generalised FastICA as an approximate Newton method to a
full matrix, i.e. Algorithm 3.9, for extracting all sources simultaneously. In the
last section, we proposed a second interpretation of FastICA as a special scalar
shifted fixed point algorithm.

Now, a quite natural question one may rise is,

whether it is possible to generalise FastICA, by means of a fixed point algorithm,
to solve the parallel linear ICA problem.
The so-called symmetric FastICA algorithm, a parallelised version of FastICA
on the orthogonal group, which utilises the polar decomposition, was firstly developed by Hyvariuen and Oja in [59].

Similar ideas of employing fixed point

algorithms to solve the parallel linear ICA problem have been explored by Fiori
in [40] and Shi et al. in [98] as well. In principle, both fixed point algorithms
can be considered as gradient descent algorithms on 0{m).

More recently, the

present author and his colleague have developed a family of parallel FastICA
algorithms employing the QR decomposition [54]. In this section, by generalising
the concept of a scalar shift strategy to a matrix shift strategy, we will develop
a matrix shifted fixed point algorithm for the parallel linear ICA problem. It is
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shown to be a natural generalisation of FastICA, as a fixed point algorithm, to a
full matrix. Furthermore, this algorithm can also be considered as a simple case
of parallel FastICA algorithms proposed in [54 .
First of all, let us construct a simple and direct generalisation of the basic
one-unit hnear ICA map (4.2) to a full matrix as
$ICA:

where

0(m)0(m),

^^ ^^^

is defined in (3.45), and (Z)Q gives the Q-factor of the unique QR

decomposition of an invertible matrix Z G M'"'^™. It can be shown that any
correct separation point

G Tp is a fixed point of the map $ica (4.44), simply

because of Eq. (3.48).
Now, by generahsing the concept of a scalar shift strategy to a matrix shift
strategy, we construct a matrix shifted version of $ica as follows,
<I>L,:0(m)->0(m),

^^ ^^^

where

e{X)

:= diag (Efc [G"{xjwk)] ,. - •, E^ [G"(x>fc)]) .

A simple calculation shows that each column of the matrix 'I'p(X) - X © ( X ) can
be computed individually by
(4 47)
:= E, [G'{x''w,)w,]

- E, [G"{x''wk)] x,

which is indeed the numerator of the original FastICA map 0fica (4.1). Thus, the
algorithmic map

can be restated as

-y^Cl-UUjjQ,
where
(4.49)
In other words, the algorithm defined by iterating
natural generalisation of FastICA to a full matrix.

(4.45) is essentially a
Then we summarise this

induced algorithm, referred to as the QR FastICA algorithm, as follows.
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Algorithm 4.8. The QR FastlCA algorithm
Step 1: Given an initial guess

=

\ ..., x'm] € 0{m)

and set k = 0.

Step 2: Compute

where (5{x) = Ek[G'{x'^Wk)wk] Step 3: Update Xt'^+D
Step 4: If

Ek[G"{x^Wk) X.

^

- Xf*^')!! is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, set k = k + I and go to Step 2.
Here, || • || is any matrix norm.
Unfortunately, Algorithm 4.8, i.e. the algorithmic map

(4.48), is still

not immune from the phenomenon of colunm-wise sign flipping, which is caused
by the same reason as for the original FastlCA. Thus, by defining the following
function
«fica:

^

M,

(4.50)

«fica(x) : = Ek[G'{x'^Wk) x'^w,] - Ek[G"{x^Wk)]

,

as a column-wise sign correction term, we construct
^ica^ 0{m)

-

0{m),

(4.51)

where
rm—1
(4.52)

Here, Pl^^ix) is defined in (4.47). Note that the first column of A G 0 ( m ) under
the map

evolves exactly as the column x G

under the approximate

Newton one-unit linear ICA map (pop (3.40), i.e. the algorithmic map
essentially a natural generalisation of (pop to a full matrix.
properties of the algorithmic map
Lemma 4.9. Let Tp C 0{m),

^Ica (4-51)-

The convergence

(4.51) are then summarised.

as defined in Corollary 2.3, he the set of solutions

of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) and
fying Assumption

is

3.1. Then any X* eTpis

a smooth function

satis-

a fixed point of the algorithmic map
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Proof. Let us denote

(4.53)

According to the result (3.12), we compute

= (^ficaix*)^*, i-e.

PlS^n = ( a U x l f x * .

(4.54)

n j x * ) = X*A,

(4.55)

Thus,

where
A = diag ((afiea(a:t))',..., (afica(a:™))') .
The result follows from the fact that

(4.56)

=

•

To show the local convergence properties of the algorithmic map

(4.51), we

need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Let Z G M'"^™ be invertihle and consider the unique QR decomposition of Z, I.e. Z = ( Z ) Q ( Z ) R .
Then the derivative of (Z)q in direction
^ g ^mxm
by
D{Z)^H

= (Z)q(

((Z)Q)^ H ((Z)R)-^

(4.57)

where Jskew denotes the skew-symmetric

part from the unique additive

sition of J e M'nx'" into skew-symmetric

and upper triangular part, i.e.,

J = -^skew + '^uppen
where J^kew = - (Jskewand
Proof

(Jupper)^ = 0 for all i>

(4.58)
j.

See Lemma 1 in [68] for a proof.

Corollary 4.11. Let Tp c

decompo-

•

0 ( m ) , as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of

solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) and G : R - > R a smooth
function satisfying Assumption 3.L

Then the algorithmic map

(4.51) is

locally quadratically convergent to X * G Tp.
Proof

We will show that the linear map
D

: T^O{m)

^

(4.59)
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at X * is indeed the zero map. By exploiting the fact that (*I'|ca{'^*))Q =

and

= A , one gets

= i

n

j

^

i

h

(

D

i

n

j

^

n

r

n

)

^

^

^

^

(4.60)

Following Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.6, i.e., for all i = 1 , . . . , m,
(4.61)
with some (5j € R and denoting A = diag((5i,...,

G R™""", we have
(4.62)

I.e.,

skew

(4.63)

= 0.
Therefore the result follows.

4.3

•

Local Convergence of FastICA Algorithms

It is well known that, due to the sign flipping behaviour of the original FastICA algorithm, the convergence analysis of FastICA based methods, including
FastICA, the symmetric FastICA algorithm, and the QR FastICA algorithm, is
a bit involved.

Although such sign flipping phenomena cause no major prob-

lem in practice, a mathematically rigorous local convergence analysis of FastICA
based algorithms is unfortunately still missing in the community. In the previous
sections, we got rid of this inconvenience by introducing proper sign correction
terms. In this section, we will not modify the original algorithms, but instead,
do the convergence analysis by "factoring out" these sign flipping behaviors.
The local convergence analysis of the classic FastICA algorithm under a general setting was firstly attempted by Hyvarinen in [57]. However, when considering
FastICA as a mapping on the unit sphere 0fica (3.41), it is certainly not continuous as the sign flipping phenomenon clearly underpins, see Remark 3.5. It is thus
obvious that the Taylor-type arguments in the original proof (Appendix A.A in
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57]) are inappropriate. The local convergence properties of the symmetric FastICA were firstly discussed with a special case by Oja in [87]. Recently, it has
been further investigated under a general setting by Oja and Yuan in [88]. Unfortunately, the approach these authors take is not mathematically rigorous (a
mistake in Equation (16) in [88]) due to the fact of discontinuity of the corresponding algorithmic mapping caused by a column-wise sign flipping phenomenon. In
this section, we will only show the convergence properties of the QR FastICA
algorithm. By using the same techniques introduced in the following, local convergence properties of the symmetric FastICA will follow straightforwardly. Due
to the technical similarities, convergence analysis of the symmetric FastICA is
omitted.
First of all, we provide some results and definitions that are needed for this
purpose. We refer to [69] for deeper insights in the topic. Let M be a manifold,
G a Lie group, with (right) group action o, acting freely on a manifold N.

For

X e N define the equivalence class
[x\-.= { x o g ^ g ^ g ]

(4.64)

and let
N/g-.^{\_x\,xeN]

(4.65)

be the quotient space of N by the equivalence relation induced by g. If
(i) M = N / g ,
(ii) the canonical projection TT : N ^ M is differentiable,
(iii) N is locally trivial, i.e.
M

X

N is locally diffeomorphic to the direct product

g,

then N{M, g,7r) is called a principal fibre bundle over M with group g.
called the base space, g the structure group, and N the total space.
element in N, we denote Tr{x) =:

M is

If x is an

[xj.

Let us now illustrate the previous concepts by means of two important examples for FastICA and QR FastICA. By the nature of the one-unit linear ICA
problem, one makes no difference between x, - x e S " " ' ' . We therefore introduce
the structure group
-

{±1}

together with vector-scalar multiplication as the group action on S^^'K
equivalence class of a; G

(4.66)
The

hence is
W =

-x}-

(4.67)
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Endowing the quotient space
RP-"-!

S'^-'/Qi

(4.68)

with the differentiable structure such that the canonical projection tt is differentiable, we obtain the so-called m — I dimensional real projective space, usually
denoted by

Hence the unit sphere

is a principal fibre bundle over

the real projective space RP'""^ with structure group Qi.
Similarly, for the case of QR FastICA, we define the group
"±1

113)772 X 771
GK

(4.69)

±1_
i.e. by the set of diagonal (m x m)-matrices with +1 or —1 on the main diagonal.
Let Q2 act on the orthogonal group 0{m)

by matrix multiplication from the

right. Endowing the set of equivalence classes with the differentiable structure,
such that
tt: 0 ( m ) ^

0{m)/G2,

X ^ [XJ

(4.70)

is smooth, turns this set of equivalence classes into a differentiable manifold, the
so-called full flag

manifold
Flag(m) := 0{m.)/g2.

Now let us consider a map (yS on a principal fibre biuidle N{M,g,n),

(4.71)
i.e.,

ip: N ^ N. Following standard terminology in Lie theory, cf. for example [16],
we say that if is equivariant, if for any Xi, X2 G N, the relation [ x j = [_X2\ implies
[v?(xi)J = \ip{x2)\. Thus every equivariant map defines a map on the base space
M via
M-

M,

(4.72)

resulting in the commutative diagram
iV-

•N

(4.73)

#

M

M,

i.e. LfOTT = noLf, where o denotes composition of mappings. The following results
are crucial to prove local quadratic convergence for FastICA and QR FastICA.
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be a principal fibre bundle, if:N-^Nbe

equiv-

M the map on M induced by Lp. If ip is smooth at x e

then so is ip at [xj G M. Moreover,

N,

I)ip{x) = 0 implies D ^ ( [ x J ) = 0.

Proof. If (p is smooth, then the differentiabihty of ip at [a;J G M follows straightforwardly by the differentiability of tt. Differentiating Eq.(4.73) at a; G A'' leads
to
D ^{n{x)) o D TT{X) = D 7R{ip{x)) o D >p(x)

(4.74)

and hence, since by assumption D (p{x) — 0,
D^(7r(x))oD7r(x)e = 0

(4.75)

for all tangent elements ^ G T^N.

Since

is surjective, this implies D ip{n{x))(

'DT:{X)

— 0 for all ( G

The

result follows.

•

In the rest of this section, we will investigate local convergence properties
of FastICA based algorithms, specifically, the FastICA algorithm and the QR
FastICA algorithm. Firstly, by projecting the FastICA map (pn^^ (4.1) on lo™™-!
we construct the following map
(Afica:

^

KP'"-!

(4.76)

LxJ
where

is defin(^d as Eq. (4.47). Clearly, the algorithmic map (f)op (3.40)

induce the same map </)fica (4.76) as ^^caL e m m a 4.13. Consider the FastICA algorithm as the map ^fi^a (4.1). Then </)fica
IS equwariant

Proof

on

i.e., the map 0fica induced by 0fica is well defined

on

According to the assumption on the function G being even, the first deriva-

tive G' and the second derivative G" are odd and even, respectively. For any
X G S""-', one gets

=

Then by the fact that [xj = [ - x j and

the implication
(pRc^x) =

-(/)fica(-x)

(4.77)
>fica(a;)J =

L<Afica(-2;)J,

the equivariance of (/)fica on MP'""! follows directly.

•
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Similarly, we can have an analogous result as Lemma 4.13 for the approximate
Newton parametric one-unit I C A algorithm (Algorithm 3.3).
L e m m a 4 . 1 4 . Consider Algorithm
0op is equivariant
im-l

on

3.3 as the algorithmic

map (j)op (3.40). Then

i.e., the map ^Rca induced by 0fica ^s well defined on

Proof. By the same arguments as in Lemma 4.13, the result follows.

•

Thus, following Lemma 4.12 - 4.14 and Theorem 3.4, we conclude
C o r o l l a r y 4 . 1 5 . Let Tp C 0 ( m ) , as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of
solutions of the parallel linear I C A problem (2.8), and let X* = [
Tp. Then the original FastICA considered as a m a p 0fica in Eq. (4.76) is locally
quadratically convergent to a correct demixing \x*\.
Finally, recalling the QR FastICA algorithm (Algorithm 4.8) considered as a
map

in (4.48) and its column-wise sign corrected version

in (4.51), it is

clear that both algorithm induce the same m a p
$fica: Flag(m) ^

where

the QR

FastICA

(4.48). Then the map ^^^^

induced by

DX

algorithm

equivariant

(Algorithm

4.8)

as a map

on Flag(m), i.e., the map $fica

is well defined on Flag(m).

Proof. Let X = [ x j , . . . ,
X

(4.78)

is defined as (4.49).

L e m m a 4 . 1 6 . Consider
^La

Flag(m)

= [eixi,..

G 0 ( m ) and D = d i a g ( e i , . . . , e ^ ) G

We define

.,emXm] e 0 ( m ) . It is clear that [XJ = [ X J . We compute

(4.79)

A unique QR decomposition gives
Q

(4.80)

which simply implies
(4.81)
•
Therefore, the result follows.
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By the same reasoning as in Lemma 4.16, we conclude
Lemma 4.17. The algorithmic map

as defined in (4.51) is equivariant

Flag(m), i.e., the map $fica (4.78) induced by

on

is well defined on Flag(m).

Therefore, following directly form Lemma 4.12, 4.16, 4.17, and Theorem 4.11,
local convergence properties of the QR FastICA algorithm (Algorithm 4.8) can
be summarised as follows.
Corollary 4.18. Let Tp C 0{m),

as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of

solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8), and let X* E Tp. Then the
QR FastICA algorithm (Algorithm 4.8) considered as a map $fica on Flag(m)
(4.78) converges locally quadratically fast to [X*\.
Remark 4.19. The techniques used in this subsection can also be applied to
other parallelised FastICA methods as in [54, 88] and parallelised RQI methods
as in [85].

Chapter 5
Numerical Experiments
In this chapter, several numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the
results in previous chapters. Usually, a linear ICA method is evaluated from two
perspectives, i.e. separation quality and convergence speed. It is known that, in
the framework of contrast-based approaches, separation performance of a linear
ICA method depends significantly on the corresponding contrast function, which
is certainly out of discussion of this thesis. Therefore in what follows, we will
mainly focus on local convergence properties of the proposed geometric linear
ICA methods.
All algorithms studied in this chapter are implemented in Matlab 7.1. Our
experiments were performed on a computer with Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU
(3.00 GHz), 1 GB memory, miming Debian GNU/Linux 4.0.

5.1

Demonstration of Convergence Properties

In this section, we demonstrate local convergence properties of our proposed
linear ICA methods in the previous chapters.

It is most important to notice

that all local convergence results in this thesis are proven under the population
setting, i.e. the number of samples of the observations w is infinite. Certainly,
such a situation is not possible in reality. Therefore, we are aware that, in the
finite sample setting, the theoretical convergence rate of being local quadratic
(or cubical), presented in the previous two chapters, is hardly observable, and
the actual convergence rate might reduce significantly [88]. Nevertheless, we will
investigate asymptotic behaviors of local convergence of these geometric linear
ICA methods in accordance with an increasing number of samples.
In our first experiment, we study convergence behaviors of four parametric
69
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(a) Algorithm 3.3

(b) Algorithm 3.9

(c) Algorithm 3.12

(d) Algorithm 4.8

Figure 5.1: Convergence behavior of geometric linear ICA methods, apphed to
separate three mutually statistically independent signals with uniform distributions, respecting an increasing number of samples [n = 10^,10^,10^,10^].

(a)

Algorithm 3.3: Approximate Newton parametric one-unit ICA algorithm; (b)
Algorithm 3.9: Approximate Newton parametric parallel ICA algorithm; (c) Algorithm 3.12: Jacobi-type parametric parallel ICA algorithm; (d) Algorithm 4.8:
QR FastICA algorithm.

linear ICA methods as developed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Specifically, they
are an approximate Newton parametric one-unit ICA algorithm (Algorithm 3.3),
an approximate Newton parametric parallel ICA algorithm (Algorithm 3.9), a
Jacobi-type parametric parallel ICA algorithm (Algorithm 3.12), and a QR FastICA algorithm (Algorithm 4.8). To avoid the potential column-wise sign flipping phenomenon, in our experiment, we use the sign-corrected version of Algorithm 4.8 instead, i.e. the algorithm defined by iterating the algorithmic map
(3.52). Nevertheless, we still refer to this method as QR FastICA. Here, we specify
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the nonlinear function G for all these methods by choosing G{x) = logcosh(x).
Let us consider a toy problem of separating three mutuaUy statistically independent signals with uniform distributions.

For the parallel ICA case, the

convergence is measured by the distance of the accumulation point X* G 0 ( m )
to the A:-th iterate

G 0 ( m ) , i.e. by the Probenius norm

for the one-unit ICA case, the convergence is measured by
e

- X*||f, while
— x*||, where

. For each algorithm, we run three tests in accordance with an in-

creasing sample size, n = 10^, 10®, 10®, and 10^. Except for the one-unit case, all
three parallel ICA algorithms are initialised by the same point on 0 ( m ) , which is
close enough to a correct separation matrix. It can be seen from Figure 5.1 that,
all methods appear to converge only linearly fast.

A closer observation shows

that, when the number of samples n increases, all algorithms tend to convergence
faster.

Especially, for the Jacobi-type method, see Figure 5.1(c), the conver-

gence curves at n = 10® and n = lO'^ indicate a clear quadratic behavior. Thus,
suggested by these asymptotic behaviors when the number of samples increases
towards infinity, we claim that all algorithms studied in this section will converge
locally quadratically fast to a correct source separation under the population
setting.

5.2

Comparison of FastICA Algorithms

As we pointed out earlier, the very original motivation of this thesis is to understand and more importantly to generalise the classic FastICA algorithm to more
complicated problems, e.g. the parallel linear ICA problem. In order to extract
all source signals, one most direct generalisation is the so-called deflationary FastICA approach proposed by Hyvarinen in [57], which employes the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalisation procedure.

In Chapter 3 and 4, we discovered that FastICA

can be regarded as an approximate Newton method and a fixed point algorithm.
Based on these two interpretations, we have successfully developed two natural
generalisations of FastICA to solve the parallel linear ICA problems. Specifically,
they are an approximate Newton-like parallel ICA method (Algorithm 3.3) and
a matrix shifted fixed point algorithm {QR FastICA as Algorithm 4.8). In this
section, we will compare the performance of ah these three FastICA based algorithms. They are tested on an audio signal separation dataset provided by the
Brain Science Institute, RIKEN, see

http://www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/data.

The dataset consists of 200 natural speech signals sampled at 4 kHz with 20,000
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samples per signal.

For the deflationary FastICA method, to avoid dealing with the sign flipping
issue in our experiments, we implement the algorithmic map 0op (3.40) instead of
the FastICA map (?^fica (3.41). Here, we still refer to this method as FastlCA-Defl.
For the same reason, we implement the algorithmic map
map

(4.51), instead of the

(4.48), for the QR FastICA algorithm (Algorithm 4.8). Furthermore,

it is important to notice that, for a linear ICA problem of extracting m sources,
after computing the second last column x^-i

of the demixing matrix X E

0{m),

the last column x ^ is already uniquely determined up to sign by the GramSchmidt process.

In other words, one only needs to apply m - 1 deflationary

FastICA procedures to extract m signals. By the same reason, in implementing
the algorithm induced by iterating the map

(4.51), one can skip the update

on the last column, i.e., for each iteration, we do the following

(5.1)

where

is defined in (4.52). In the sequel, we still call it QR FastICA, and

refer to Algorithm 3.9 as ANPICA.
It can be seen that all three FastICA based methods involve evaluations of
the functions -ippix) = Ek[G'{x'''wk) Wk] as in (3.7) and ^^ca = Ek[G"{x'''wk)] as
in (4.30) at certain columns of the demixing matrix X = [xi,...,xm]

G

0{m).

It is then sensible to utilise the number of column-wise evaluations of Vp and
^fica as a basic computational unit to compare these methods.

Obviously, the

computational burden of these methods is mainly due to the evaluations of
and 6'fica, which depend on a huge data matrix W G R™^".

Particularly, in

our experiments, we fix the sample size to n = 10^. For a given x G

a

reconstruction of the corresponding estimated signal firstly involves m • n scalar
multiplications and ( m - 1) - n scalar additions. Consequently, computing ipp and
6'fica requires n evaluations of G' and G" on the estimated signal together with
another m • n scalar multiplications and m • (n - 1) -f- n scalar additions. Finally,
the major computational cost for evaluating ipp{x) and 6fice,{x) can be summarised
in the following table.
operation
times

2m • n

©

G'

G"

2m-n ~ m

n

n

Table 5.1: Major computational costs of evaluating ipp{x) (3.7) and 0fica(x) (4.30).
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Figure 5.2: A simple example of separating three audio signals. Figure (c) - (e)
are estimated signals by FastlCA-Defl, QR FastlCA and ANPICA.
Here the notations (g) and 0 represent the scalar multiplication and addition,
respectively. Thus by counting in the factor of the number of columns m, the
complexity of all three methods is roughly of the same order, i.e., of 0{m^n).
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FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

ANPICA
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FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

EXPERIMENTS

ANPICA

(a) Separation quality

(b) Total elapsed CPU time

(c) Column-wise evaluation

(d) Elapsed CPU time per column

Figure 5.3: Comparison of performance (m = 5 and n = IC^).

The task of our first experiment is to separate m = 3 signals which are randomly chosen out of 200 source speeches. All three methods are initialised by the
same point on 0(m). Figure 5.2 demonstrates the results from a single experiment. It shows that all methods can successfully recover all source signals up to
a sign and an arbitrary permutation Figure 5.2(c) - Figure 5.2(e). It is worthwhile to notice that the first extracted signal by FastlCA-Defl and QR FastICA,
respectively, are always identical, since the first column of QR FastICA evolves
exactly as the first column of FastlCA-Defl does.
Finally, we will compare the performance of these FastICA based methods in
terms of both separation quality and convergence speed. The separation performance is measured by the average Signal-to-Interference-Ratio (SIR) index [94],
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(b) Total elapsed CPU time

(a) Separation quality

xio"-

(d) Elapsed CPU time per column
—

(c) Column-wise evaluation

Figure 5.4: Comparison of performance (m = 10 and n = 10 ).
I.e.,

max zf,

m

3

10

m

j=i
where Z =

=

and

(5.2)

J

G 0{m)

are the mixing matrix and the

computed demixing matrix, respectively. In general, the greater the SIR index,
the better the separation. The convergence speed is measured by comparing the
elapsed CPU time required by each algorithm to reach the same level of error
jXC^) - X*||f < e- Since
(fc) _

*

(5.3)

2=1

the column-wise stop criterion for FastlCA-Defi is chosen to be

y/ejm.

In our experiments, we set e =

- x*|| <
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FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

ANPICA

(a) Separation quality
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FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

EXPERIMENTS

ANPICA

(b) Total elapsed CPU time
.-3

FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

ANPICA

(c) Column-wise evaluation

FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

ANPICA

(d) Elapsed C P U time per column

Figure 5.5: Comparison of performance (m = 15 and n = 10"^).
We firstly apply all three algorithms to extract m = 5 randomly chosen speech
signals. By rephcating the experiment 100 times, the quartile based boxplots of
the SIR index and the elapsed CPU time (seconds) required by each algorithm are
drawn in Figure 5.3(a) and Figure 5.3(b), respectively. Figure 5.3(a) shows that
ANPICA outperforms both FastlCA-Defl and QH FastICA in terms of separation
quality, and that both FastlCA-Defl and QH FastICA perform equally well. In
terms of convergence speed shown in Figure 5.3(b), it indicates that FastlCA-Defl
is the fastest algorithm to reach the pre-chosen error level, while QR FastICA
takes the longest time to converge.

By counting the total number of column-

wise evaluations for each method until convergence as shown in Figure 5.3(c),
the average elapsed CPU time for evaluating each column in each method are
computed in Figure 5.3(d). It shows that ANPICA requires the most amount of
column-wise evaluations.
Finally, we further apply all methods to extract m = 10, then 15, and finally
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QR FastICA

ANPICA

(a) Separation quality

FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

ANPICA

(c) Column-wise evaluation
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FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

ANPICA

(b) Total elapsed CPU time

FastlCA-Defl

QR FastICA

ANPICA

(d) Elapsed CPU time per column

Figure 5.6: Comparison of performance (m = 20 and n = 10^).

20 speech signals. Similar boxplots are produced in Figure 5.4 - Figure 5.6. One
can see that, in term of separation quality, ANPICA outperforms the other two
methods consistently and the outperformance becomes more significant when the
number of signals increases. Both FastlCA-Defl and QR FastICA perform constantly equally well. By comparing the convergence speed, there is no surprise
that FastlCA-Defl is still the fastest as well as the cheapest algorithm among
all the three algorithms. We also observe that, when the number of signals is
big enough, QR FastICA requires more column-wise evaluations than ANPICA
does, i.e., QR FastICA becomes the slowest algorithm among all three, see Figure 5.6(c).
To summarise, FastlCA-Defl is the most simple and fastest algorithm to solve
a linear ICA problem. However, it is not able to extract signals simultaneously.
Nevertheless ANPICA is the most superior method for solving the parallel linear
ICA problem in terms of separation quality at any circumstance.
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Gradient-ICA

•

Newton-ICA

QR-ICA

Gradient-ICA

(c) Number of iterations/sweeps
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Gradient-ICA

(b) Total elapsed CPU time

(a) Separation quality
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Newton-ICA

EXPERIMENTS

i

Jacobi-ICA

-t-

X

Newton-ICA

QR-ICA

Gradient-ICA

(d) Elapsed CPU time per iteration/sweep

Figure 5.7: Comparison of performance of KDE based parallel linear ICA methods
(m = 3 and n = 10^).

5.3

Newton versus Jacobi

In the last two chapters, we developed three parallel linear ICA methods, i.e.
an approximate Newton-like method (Algorithm 3.9), a Jacobi-type method (Algorithm 3.12), and a QR based fixed point algorithm (Algorithm 4.8).

Since

Algorithm 4.8 can be developed as a parallelised version of the classic FastICA
algorithm, we might consider it as a Newton-type method in a more general sense.
The task of this section is to compare all these three parallel linear ICA methods,
i.e. Newton-type methods versus Jacobi-type methods.
It is well known that parametric approaches are highly sensitive to the choice
of the nonlinear function G with respect to the specific problem, to avoid such
a difficulty, we will implement the KDE based counterparts of them, which are
develped in Appendix A, instead. Specifically, they are an approximate Newton-
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like method (Algorithm A.7), a Jacobi-type method (Algorithm A.9), and a QR
based fixed point algorithm (Algorithm A. 11). In the following, we refer to them
as Jacobi-ICA, Newton-ICA, and QR-ICA,

respectively. Moreover, in this ex-

periment, we also compare our proposed methods with a simple gradient descent
method, which minimises the KDE based contrast function /pn (A.32). In this
experiment, it is referred to as Gradient-ICA.
All methods are tested on the same benchmark speech signal dataset as used
in the last section. The task of this experiment is to separate m = 3 signals which
are randomly chosen out of 200 speech sources, with a fixed sample size n = 1,000.
The separation performance is measured by the average SIR index as defined in
(5.2). The convergence speed is measured by comparing the elapsed CPU time
required by each algorithm to reach the same level of error

- X * | | f < 10"^^.

The maximal number of iterations/sweeps for each algorithm to run is set to
be 100.

All methods are initialised by the same randomly generated matrix

G 0(m).

By replicating the experiment 100 times, the boxplots of the SIR index and
the total elapsed CPU time (seconds) for each method to converge are drawn
in Figure 5.7(a) and Figure 5.7(b), respectively.

In Figure 5.7(a), it is obvi-

ous that all methods seem to provide almost identical separation performance.
Gradient-ICA performs certainly the worst among all four methods, while QRICA performs only slightly worse than Jacobi-ICA and Newton-ICA. In terms of
convergence speed. Figure 5.7(b) indicates that Jacobi-ICA outperforms all other
methods by a clear margin, while Gradient-ICA is the slowest method among all
four. The small variance of Jacobi-ICA also suggests its most reliable convergence
behavior. Meanwhile, we also notice that QR-lCA performs slightly better than
Newton-ICA.
In Figure 5.7(c), we look at the the total number of iterations/sweeps required
by each method to converge. Once again, Jacobi-ICA demonstrates its superiority over all other methods in terms of convergence speed and rehability.

It

also suggests that, in average, Gradient-ICA is often stopped when the maximal
number of iterations (100) is reached, while the pre-determined error level is still
not satisfied. Finally, the boxplot of the average elapsed CPU time (second) for
evaluating each iteration/sweep in each method, plotted in Figure 5.7(d), shows
that evaluating one iteration of Jacobi-ICA requires almost twice the time for
others. Nevertheless, its reliable fast convergence ensures that Jacobi-ICA is still
the fastest method in terms of total elapsed CPU time, see Figure 5.7(b).
Therefore to summarise, Jacobi-ICA is certainly the most superior method in
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terms of separation quality, convergence speed and reliability.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we study the classic hnear ICA problem, precisely, the whitened
linear ICA problem.

In the scheme of contrast-based approaches, a geometric

framework for designing efficient algorithms, i.e., Newton-type methods, Jacobitype methods, and fixed-point algorithms, for solving the whitened linear ICA
problem is established.
First of all, we provide some rigorous justifications for three classes of popular
ICA contrast functions from an optimisation point of view. All these contrast
functions are originally proposed and designed in accordance with certain statistical assumptions of specific applications. By using the geometric optimisation
techniques, we characterise critical point conditions for them. It turns out that
all solutions of the hnear ICA problem are indeed critical points of these three
classes of contrast functions. Our further analysis discovers that Hessians of all
these contrast functions at a desired critical point, i.e. a solution of the linear
ICA problem, share some nice, simple structures such that they can be evaluated
with lower computational cost than at an arbitrary point.
Based on these results, we propose two families of geometric optimisation
methods for solving the whitened hnear ICA problem.

Firstly, in accordance

with the simple structures of Hessians of these contrast functions at a desired
critical point being either scalar or diagonal, we propose a natural but sensible
strategy of approximating true Hessians at arbitrary points. Such an idea results
in a family of approximate Newton-type linear ICA methods.

Secondly, based

on the same discoveries about the Hessians at desired critical points, we propose
a family of Jacobi-type hnear ICA methods. Rigorous analysis shows that both
families of linear ICA methods enjoy the significant property of being locally
quadratically convergent to a solution with correct source separations.
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As an aside, the classic FastICA algorithm can be regarded as a special case
of an approximate Newton linear ICA method. Other than this, we develop a
new interpretation of the FastICA algorithm as a special scalar shifted fixed-point
algorithm. By generalising the concept of a scalar shift strategy to a matrix shift
strategy, we propose a matrix shifted parallel linear ICA method, i.e. the QR
FastICA algorithm. It can be considered as a natural generalisation of the classic
FastICA to a full matrix for solving the parallel linear ICA problem.
It is well known that, due to the sign flipping behaviour of the original FastICA algorithm, the convergence analysis of FastICA based methods, including
the classic FastICA algorithm, the symmetric FastICA algorithm, and the QR
FastICA algorithm, is a bit subtle. By using the concept of principal fibre bundles,
we prove that both the FastICA algorithm and the QR FastICA algorithm are
locally quadratically convergent to a solution with correct source separations.
Local convergence properties of the symmetric FastICA follow directly.
This thesis has only studied the whitened noiseless linear ICA problem in
the framework of contrast-based approaches, and demonstrated the superiority
of employing geometric methods for solving the problem. There will be many
potentials to apply the geometric methods to more complicated scenarios of ICA
and its related areas.

Here, we give three research directions of the author's

current interests.
(1) Behavior of geometric linear ICA methods with finite samples.
As we mentioned before, local convergence results of all methods developed
in this thesis are studied under the population setting. However, in practice,
it might be even more crucial to understand how these geometric methods
behave with a finite number of samples. In [70, 106], the authors discuss these
practical issues of the classic FastICA and propose an efficient version of it.
Thus, it would be interesting and practically useful to develop more efficient
versions of the methods proposed in this thesis under the finite sample setting.
(2) Contrast-based linear ICA without whitening.
Although the whitening process of the observations introduces many advantages in solving the linear ICA problem, e.g. lower computational cost, less
solution ambiguities, and efficient geometric methods, there might be some
serious troubles when noises are present. It has been shown that ICA methods with whitening, such as JADE and FastICA, will fail at a certain noise
level [81, 109], Recently, such difficulties have been tackled in the framework
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of tensorial methods, by using the so-cahed non-orthogonal joint diagonalization procedure [4, 109, 111]. Although it has been already mentioned by
Hyvarinen in [57] that, a FastICA type method without whitening is possible, and even explicit formulas are given in the paper, to the author's best
knowledge, no practical implementation of this approach has been seriously
made. Therefore, the author would expect significant results in developing
geometric methods for solving non-whitened linear ICA problems.
(3) Independent subspace analysis (ISA).
Incorporated with the concept of invariant feature subspaces, the linear ICA
problem has been generalised to the so-called Independent Subspace Analysis (ISA) problem, where mutual statistical independence exists between
subspaces, while mutual statistical dependence is still allowed between components within the same subspace. Recently, the author together with his
collaborators have successfully developed a generalised FastICA algorithm
96] and a block Jacobi-type algorithm [97] for linear ISA. It is thus reasonable to expect further developments of geometric linear ISA methods.
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Appendix A
KDE Based ICA Methods
It is known that performance of the parametric ICA approaches developed in
Chapter 3 depends significantly on the hypothesis of probability distributions of
sources, i.e. the choice of the nonlinear function G as in (3.1). When the hypothetical modeling of the distribution of sources is not appropriate for the specific
problem, parametric approaches may fail completely, e.g. a Kurtosis based contrast function (2.16) will not work for extracting sources with near-zero Kurtosis
21, 45]. Alternatively, one might use some nonparametric approaches to avoid
this difficulty. One typical approach is to employ the Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) technique to estimate the unknown probability density functions of source
signals. Such an idea has been successfully applied to the linear ICA problem in
15, 74, 104].
Let

=

W

[WI,...

,WN\

G R™^" be the sampled data matrix of observation

w € R"*. Recalling the one-unit linear ICA demixing model (2.10), the marginal
probability density fmiction of an estimated signal, say y^, is approximated by
the following
=
where

R

(A.l)

R is an appropriate kernel function and h G R+ is the kernel

bandwidth. In general, the kernel function n is chosen to be even. We refer to
95, 108] for a thorough discussion about kernels. In our work, we specify k as a
Gaussian kernel, i.e.,
K-.

M —> K,

K{X)

:= e 2

Due to the similarities in terms of structure and technical content between
the current chapter and Chapter 3, here we will present our results more directly.
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This chapter can be regarded as a KDE based counterpart of Chapter 3.

A.l

KDE Based One-unit ICA Method

First of all, let us recall the definition of differential entropy (2.f7). By using the
KDE technique (A.l), an empirical differential entropy of a reconstructed signal
is approximated by
/on : 5"" ^ ^ M,
I^EjlogfiE; K

fonix)

(A.3)
h J

where Wki := Wk — ivi G M™ denotes the difference between the k-th and l-th
samples of the observation w. For the convenience of derivation, in the following
we set the kernel bandwidth h — 1.

A. 1.1

KDE Based One-unit ICA Contrast Function

By the chain rule, the first derivative of /on at x 6

in direction ^ G T^S^'^

is computed by
t=0

where

(A.4)

is a great circle defined in (2.43). Thus critical points of /on are just

the solutions of
Ei

Ei K'(x^Wkl)Wkl

= Ax,

(A.5)

with A e M. We denote the left-hand side of (A.5) as

•= Efc

(A.6)
E; Kix'^Wu)

Let X* = evi G Tq. By recalling the whitened linear ICA mixing model (2.4), i.e.
Wk = Vsk, we compute
Mx*)

= Efc

E, K'{evJVski)Vski
E,[K{evJVski)]
(A.7)

-eVEk

A.l.
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- s/ G M™ denotes the difference between thefc-thand l-th samples

of s and Siki = ejski G M is the z-th entry of Ski- The last equality of (A.7) holds
due to the fact of k (A.2) being even and k' thus being odd.
By using the mutual statistical independence and the centering property (zero
mean) of sources, we compute the j-th entry of E/t

as

(i) if j = z, then
E,

E, K'(SM)Sjkl

= Ei

(A.8)

(ii) if j ^ i, then
E,

Et
(A.9)
=

0.

Thus, we just computed
M^*)

=

Efc

(A.IO)

EikCs.fc;)]

i.e., any correct demixing solution x* e To is a critical point of /on (A.3).
Now, let us compute the second derivative of /on (A.3) at a; e
e e

in direction

as follows
t=0
E; [K'{x'^Wkl)Wkl E, k'(x'''Wkl)wJi

'T

\

(A.lla)
/

T

/

E,

E,

\

-Efc

El [k(XT«j^,)]

(A.llb)
(A.llc)

where Hx is a geodesic on S"^ ^ as defined in (2.43). We denote two matrix valued
expressions in (A.11), i.e. (A.lla) and (A.llb), by
H

'

> j^mxm

E; [K'{x'^Wkl)Wkl] Ej \K'{x~^Wkl)wJi

(A.12)

and
H2 : S"'-^
H2{X)

M^
:= Efc

(A.13)
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respectively, For x* = ev^ G TTq) we compute
Hr{x*) = Efc

"Ej

[zvjVski)Vsu E,

(evlVm)sJiV''
(A.14)

and
H2ix*) = E ,

Ei[K"{evJVm)VsklsJiV^
(A.15)

= V^Efc
To characterise the Hessian of /on at x*, i.e. Eq. (A. 11), one needs to explore all
entries of Hi{x*) and H^ix*). Straightforwardly, we compute the (p, g)-th entry
of Hi{x*) as
(i) \i p = q ^ i, then
E, K'{s,kl){spkl) E, K'(SM){Sgkl)
{Ei[K{sai)])''
Efc

EI[K'{sm)]EIIK'{SM)]
Efc [E; [{Spkl)] E; [(vO]]
(A.16)
EA.
( EIW{sm)]
giiciiiy
VE,k( Sikl)]
•• J

= Efc
(ii) ii p = q = i, then
Ek

V

J

(A.17)

(iii) if p ^ g, we might assume that q ^ i, then

Efc
= Efc

= 0,
and the {p,q)-the entry of H2{x*) as

• ^kA^gkl

(A.18)
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(i) if p = g ^ z, then
E,

Ei li"(Sikl){Spkl)(Sqkl)

= 2Efc

(A.19)

E/c,( [{Spkl)'^

E([K(Si)ci)]

e.iHsM)]

(ii) ii p = q = i, then
E,

(iii) if p

Ei K."{Sikl){Spkl){Sgkl)

= E,

E( K"(sm){SM)'

(A.20)

KiHsikl)]

q, we might assume that q ^ i, then
E,

Ei K"(s^kl)(Spkl){Sqkt)
E([K(SiH)]

Ei [K'{Stkl)iSpkl)
E([K(Si);i)]

=

(A.21)

Efc,/ [Sgki

0.

It is clearly seen that Hi{x*)

and H2{x*)

share the same structure as

H{x*)

(3.16), being simply a scalar matrix except for the z-th diagonal entry having
a distinct value.

Therefore, following the same steps as in deriving (3.22), a

direct computation shows that the Hessian of /on (A-3) at a desired critical point
IS
X* e To, i.e. the symmetric bilinear form
T^.S"""' x
a scalar matrix as well, i.e.

(E,w{sik,)]y

+2E,

EiKgiici)] - E ,

El[K'(Sik^)(Sikl)\
E|[k(S,(c|)]

Im- (A.22)

We then conclude the following result.

Theorem A . l . Let To C

as defined in Corollary 24, he the set of solutions

of the one-unit linear ICA problem
such that the following inequality
Efc

VEi[«;(Sifci)] )

for any i = 1,. • •,

-2Efc

(2.10) and k: R

R be a kernel

function

holds
EiK(s^fci)]

+ Efe

E|lK'(Siici)(s,ici)]

Then any x* E To is a nondegenerate

KDE based one-unit linear ICA contrast /on (A.3).

/O

(A.23)

critical point of the
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Remark A.2. Certainly, to fully characterise the Hessian of /on at a desired
critical point x*, i.e. Eq.(A.23), is barely possible, due to the lack of knowledges
about both the kernel n and the statistical features of sources s.

Discussions

on the assumption (A.23) are still an open problem. Nevertheless, correct source
separations are expected to be attained at certain extremum of the contrast function /on, cf. [58]. Without loss of generality, in the following, we assume x* G Xq
is a local minimum of /on (A.3).

A. 1.2

0

Approximate Newton KDE One-unit ICA Method

In this subsection, we will develop an approximate Newton method for optimising
the contrast function /on (A.3).
Based the result (A.22), i.e. the Hessian of /on (A.3) at a desired critical point
X* e To being simply a scalar matrix, we propose a sensible approximation of
the Riemannian Hessian of /on at arbitrary x G Ux* C
biUnear form H/^^lx): T^S"^'^ x

^

i.e. the symmetric

M, being a scalar matrix as well.

Analogous to (3.27), we propose
(A.24)
where
an:

^ M
:= - Efc

E, K

+ 2E,

E,
Wki

(A.25)

-Efc
Then, recalling the computation of the first derivative of /on as in Eq. (A.4), an
approximate Newton direction for minimising the contrast function /on (A.3) is
computed by
—1
fSon•• 'm
"J
:= -

{im - xx'^)

(A.26)
an{x)'

where ^n and a^ are defined in (A.6) and (A.25), respectively.
is well defined in an open neighborhood U^* C
(A.23). Finally, projecting ^^nix) back onto

Note that, Con

because of the condition
along a curve p^ (3.26) leads

A J.
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to the following algorithmic map

{A.27)

a: + Con (a:)

X

Ik +
We refer to the algorithm defined by iterating

as the approximate Newton

KDE based one-unit ICA algorithm.
Algorithm A . 3 . Approximate Newton KDE based one-unit ICA algorithm
Step 1: Given an initial guess
Step 2: Compute x (i+l) ^ ^(i) _
where

= E^.

G

^ and set i = 0.
<Tn(x('))

Ei\K,'(x'''wu)wki
, and

Unix) = - E ,

Step 3: Update
Step 4: If

^
-

is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, set i = i -h 1 and go to Step 2.
By using the same techniques as in showing Theorem 3.4, we summarise the
local convergence properties of Algorithm A.3 as follows.
Corollary A . 4 . Let To C

defined as in Corollary 2.4, be the set of solu-

tions of the one-unit linear ICA problem (2.10), and

a kernel function

satisfying the condition (A.23). Then Algorithm A.3, i.e. the algorithmic map
4>on (A.27), converges locally quadratically fast to x* G ToProof. By the fact that point x* G To is a critical point of the contrast function
/on (A.3), we conclude directly that any x* G To is a fixed point of (ponAccording to the same reasoning as from (3.31) to (3.33), the map (j)on converges locally quadratically fast to x*, if and only if the following equation holds
for arbitrary 4 S

i.e.
(A.28)
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We compute

^ {Im - XX'^) rl^njx)
anix)
= - D

X=I*

- xx^) e
(A.29)
x=x'

^

'

(yn{x*)
cr„{x

I=X* '

By recalling Eq. (A. 10), it is easily seen that the third summand of the last
equality of Eq. (A.29) is equal to zero.

Following similar computations from

(A.12) to (A.21), we compute
-Et

+ 2E,

e,

(A.30)

and consequently,
x=x*
x=x*

(T„ix*)
1

E,

(A.31)
BKiZiMll)'

-2E,

\

=

+ Efc

- e

•

Thus the result follows.

A.2

KDE Based Parallel ICA Methods

In this section, we will develop KDE based approaches for solving the parallel
linear ICA problem. First of all, by analogy with the parametric linear ICA case
(Chapter 3), a KDE based contrast function for the parallel linear ICA problem
(2.8) can be constructed simply as a sum of evaluations of the one-unit contrast
function /on (A.3) for all estimted signals, i.e.,

fpn -

0{m)^R,
(A.32)

with X - [ x i , . . . ,
e 0 ( m ) . It is essentially an empirical mutual information
between the extracted signals by using the KDE approach, which was firstly
proposed by Boscolo et al. in [15].
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K D E Based Parallel I C A Contrast Function

= [u;i,... ,uJm] =

G so(m). By the chain rule, computing the first

derivative of /pn at X G 0{m)
i.e.,

ICA

in direction S = XQ. = [^i,...

€

TxO{m),

= XuJi, gives
t=0
m
¥.I[K(XJ Wkl)]

1=1
m

(A.33)

l<i<j<m

where tpn is defined in (A.6). By using the result (A.10), it is easily seen that
x*^ipn{x*) = 0 for any i ^ j. Therefore, any correct separation point X* G Tp is
a critical point of /pnWe now compute the second derivative of /pn (A.32) at X G 0{m) in direction
S G TxO{m)

by

m

t=o

rn

=

+
1=1

X ^ H2{x,)XiO,

(A.34)

i=l

where Hi{x) and H2{x) are defined in (A.12) and (A.13), respectively, and
{A.35)

By analogy with the computations in deriving (3.52), a tedious but direct computation gives
X=X'

=

+ Efc

Et

E

(A.36)

l<i<j<m

+ Efc

"e,

r/E,
El

Lv®'

Let Q = {oJij)Z=i

^

^^^ ^ = {^zj)i<i<j<m

\

/
G

in a certain order.

Following the same arguments as in Remark 3.6, it is obvious that the Hessian
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G Tp, i.e. the symmetric bihnear form

T x ' O ( m ) x T x ' 0 { m ) ^ R, is diagonal with respect to the standard

Tif^JX*):

basis of R'"('«-i)/2 as well. Thus, we conclude an analogous result as Theorem 3.7
for the KDE based contrast function /pn (A.32) as follows.
Theorem A . 5 . Let Tp C 0{m),

as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of solu-

tions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) and k: R ^
such that the following inequality holds for all i, j = I,...
E,

R a kernel

,m and i

j,

function
i.e.

CHimH)
k,)])
(A.37)
-2E,

E,
Then any X*

E, K"{sjkl)

e Tp is a nondegenerate

Ei K'[sjkl)(S]kl)
E,

critical point of the KDE based ICA

contrast function /pn (A.32).
Remark A . 6 . It is known already that the global minimum of the actual mutual
information between reconstructed signals gives the correct separations [15, 29 .
However there is still no proof of showing that the global minimum of the KDE
based empirical mutual information as defined in (A.32) yields the best estimation
of the sources. Nevertheless, in this thesis, we assume that the best estimation of
the sources is attained at the global minimum of the KDE based contrast function
/pn. In other words, we assume that any correct demixing matrix X* G Tp is
a nondegenerate critical point of the contrast /pn, i.e., for a given set of source
signals, the inequality (A.37) holds true.

0

The above computations demonstrate the analogies between the KDE based
parallel ICA contrast function /pn (A.32) and the parametric parallel ICA contrast function /pp (3.42). In the subsequent two subsections, we will propose an
approximate Newton-like method and a Jacobi-type method for minimising the
contrast /pn.

A.2.2

Approximate Newton KDE Parallel ICA Method

According to Eq. (A.36), we propose a direct approximation of the Hessian of
/pn o p x ( O ) for arbitrary X e Ux- C. 0 ( m ) , i.e. the symmetric bilinear form
^/pnopx(O):

X so(m)

R, by a diagonal matrix, i.e.
J]
l<i<j<m

+

(A.38)
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where a^ is defined in (A.25). Recalling the first derivative of fpn as computed in
(A.33), an approximate Newton direction fl = (a;^)™-^! G 6o(m) can be explicitly
computed by
{(T„{x^) + an{Xj))u;ij = xJipn{Xj) -

(A.39)

Ip^iXi^Xj,

for all 1 < z < j < m. Then, we summarise an approximate Newton-like method
for minimising the KDE based contrast /p„ as follows.
Algorithm A . 7 . Approximate Newton KDE based parallel ICA algorithm
Step 1: Given an initial guess

=

Step 2: Compute

^

=

...,

G 0{ni)

and set k = 0.

wit^^
for 1 < i < j < m.

where ^n{xi, Xj) = E^.
CTnix) = Efc

Step 3: Update
Step 4: If

E; K'{xjwkl)xjwkl
, and
El[K{xJwkl)

E^ni^x^Wki

^

-2Ek

E; K"{x'^Wki)

+

- AC^'H is smaU enough, stop.

Otherwise, set k = k + \ and go to Step 2.
Here, || • || is any matrix norm.
Following directly from Theorem 3.8, local convergence properties of Algorithm A.7 are given as follows.
Corollary A . 8 . Let Tp C 0 ( m ) , as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) and k: R ^ R a kernel function
satisfying the condition (A.37). Then Algorithm A.7 is locally ciuadratically convergent to A * G Tp.

A.2.3

Jacobi-type K D E Parallel ICA Method

In this subsection, we quickly construct a Jacobi-type method for minimising the
KDE based contrast function /pn (A.32). Recall the set of basic transformations
on 0{m)

as defined in (3.92). For a basic step of a sweep, we need to compute
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a single Newton step size for minimising the composition /pn o w.

R. By

similar calculations as in (A.33) and (A.34), we get
(A.40)
^

Xj^ +

Xj)

where ip^ are defined in (A.6) and
X

^ M,

an{xi,Xj)

Efc

E, K"(xjwkl)(xjwkiy
Ei[n{xjwki)]

-Efc
+ E,

E, '<^'{xjwki){xjwki) El
l^'i
E( K^xjwkl)^

(A.41)

Ei[K'{xJwkl)(xJwu)

In the same framework as developed in Section 3.2.3, i.e. we enforce the one
dimensional Newton direction to point downhill, we summarise a Jacobi-type
method for minimising the KDE based contrast function /pn (A.32) as follows.
A l g o r i t h m A . 9 . Jacobi-type KDE based parallel linear ICA method
Step 1: Given an initial guess X^^^ =

..

G 0 ( m ) and a set of

predetermined directions B C so(m) as defined in (3.91). Set k = 0.
Step 2: Set fc = A: + 1. For 1 < z < j < m;
(i) Compute a Newton step size

where ^n{xi,xj) = Efc
dn{Xi,Xj) = Efc

GR

E,

and

"e, K"(xjwu)(xjwkiy

-Et

Et [K' {xjwi,t) {xjw^i )]Ei \K' (xjwki) (xjwki)
E,[K(x7tiJfc,)]

(ii) Update X^ ^

exp(tyi]y).

Step 3: If IIXC^) - XC^-DH is small enough, stop.
Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Here, || • || is any matrix norm.
By recalhng the computation (A.36), it is easily seen that, any pair of tangent
directions

X^Q^,) c 7 > . 0 ( m ) are mutually orthogonal with respect to

A.2.
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^ {p,q),

the following

equality holds
n f j x * ) { x * n , j , x * n , , ) = o.

(A.42)

Therefore, local convergence properties of Algorithm A.9 follow directly from
Theorem 3.11.
Corollary A . 1 0 . Let Tp C 0 ( m ) , as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) and k: R ^ R a kernel function
satisfying the condition (A.37). Then Algorithm A.9 converges locally quadratically fast to X * G Tp.

A.2.4

K D E Based Fixed Point Parallel ICA Method

In Section A . l , we developed an approximate Newton KDE based one-unit linear
ICA algorithm (Algorithm A.3), which is exactly an analogous counterpart of
an approximate Newton parametric one-unit ICA algorithm (Algorithm 3.3). As
the latter has been successfully generalised to a full matrix, i.e.
linear ICA algorithm induced by iterating the corresponding map

the parallel
(4.51), we

propose the following algorithm as a direct generalisation of Algorithm A.3 to a
full matrix for solving the parallel linear ICA problem.
Algorithm A . l l . KDE based fixed point parallel ICA algorithm
Step 1: Given an initial guess

= [xf\ ...

G 0{m)

Step 2: Compute

where p{x) = x - ^
M^)

^^

with
, and

=

2"
(T„(X) = - E ,

E; ni^X^Wkl)

+ 2E,

-E,
Step 3: Update
Step 4: If

- AT^'^'H is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, set k = k + l and go to Step 2.
Here,

is any matrix norm.

E,
E,

and set k = 0.
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Note that, the update /3 on the last column Xm is skipped due to the nature of
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure. Clearly, the first column oi X =
[xi,... ,Xm] G 0{m) under Algorithm A.11 evolves exactly as the column x\ G
gm-\

Algorithm A.3. The local convergence properties of Algorithm A. 11

are summarised as follows.
Corollary A.12. Let Tp C 0(m), as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of
solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8) and k: R ^ R a kernel function
satisfying the condition (A.37). Then Algorithm A. 11 is locally quadratically
convergent to X* G Tp.
Proof. The result follows from an analogous reasoning as in Corollary 4.11.

•

Appendix B
HSIC Based ICA Methods
This chapter consists of two sections. In Section B . l , we will develop two geometric methods for minimising an HISC based contrast function for the parallel linear
ICA problem in the same frameworks of an approximate Newton-like method
and a Jacobi-type method as developed in Chapter 3 and Appendix A.

Both

algorithms are proven to converge locally quadratically fast to a solution with
correct source separations.
In Section B.2, we study a characteristic function (CF) based contrast function
for the parallel linear ICA problem. Our analysis shows that the Hessian of this
contrast function at desired critical points does not enjoy any simple structures as
the HSIC based contrast function does, i.e., the geometric framework of designing
efficient linear ICA algorithms developed in Chapter 3 is not straightforwardly
applicable for optimising the CF based contrast function.

B.l

HSIC Based Parallel Linear ICA Methods

First of all let W = [tui,.. • ,Wn\ G M™^" be the sampled data matrix of observation w . Recalling the linear ICA model (2.10), an empirical estimation of HSIC
measure of two extracted signals y, and y^ (2.22) is given by

Ek,i [k {xjwki)

K

-H Ek,l [K {xjwkl)]

(xjw.i)'

(B.r

Efc,; [K {xjwki)

- 2Efc [El [K (x^wJfc/)] E, [K {xjwki)
Note that, for a random vector s G M™, components of s are pairwise statistically
independent if they are mutually statistically independent. However, the reverse
99
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does not generally hold, i.e., pairwise statistical independence does not imply
mutual statistical independence. Nevertheless, Theorem 2.2 shows already that in
the linear ICA setting, pairwise statistical independence of extracted components
is equivalent to mutual statistical independence.
Let

X

=

[xi,...,xm]

G

0[m).

By summing up all unique pairwise HSICs

(B.l) at {xi,xj) with i ^ j, an HSIC based contrast function over all estimated
signals can be computed as
As: 0 ( m ) ^ R ,
^
f h s { X ) :=

(B.2)
fhsic{xi,xj).

l<i<j<m

It has been shown in theorem 4 of [44] that, global minimums of /hs yield correct
source separations of the linear ICA problem.
In [44, 45], the authors developed a class of gradient descent methods, in
accordance with [35], to optimise this sophisticated contrast function /hs-

A

Golden search approach is employed to choose the step width wisely. However,
these methods are inefficient on two counts:
1 Gradient descent can require a very large number of steps for convergence
even on relatively benign cost functions.
(ii) The Golden search requires many evaluations of the independence measure.
Note that, HSIC is very costly to compute.
Although a cheaper local quadratic approximation approach to choose the optimal
step size has been recently proposed by Jegelka and Gretton in [61], this still does
not address the question of better search directions. More seriously, these gradient
based ICA methods require either a large number of restarts or a good choice of
initial points.
Alternatively, the HSIC based contrast function /hs can also be considered as
a pairwise characteristic function (CF) based contrast function. In [36], a Jacobitype method is developed to optimise the contrast function /hs. A numerically
efficient implementation of this method is proposed as well. Unfortunately, no
convergence properties of this Jacobi-type method are addressed.
In this section, we will firstly give a critical point analysis of the contrast
function /hs, and then develop two geometric methods for minimising /hs. Local
convergence properties of both methods are provided as well.

B.l.
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B.1.1

Critical Point Analysis

Let Q =

[ w i , . . . ,0;^] =

•••

e TxO{m),

By the chain rule, we compute

E so(m).

the first derivative of /hs at X = [xi,...
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,Xm] e 0{rn)

in direction S = X n

=

i.e., Ci = Xuju by
t=o

=

Ek,l [k' {xjwkl)
+ Efc,/

[K

{XJWU)

^JwklK (xjwki)

^Jwki] Efc,,

{xjwki)

[K

- 2Efc [E, [k' {xjwki) ^Jwu] E, [k
m

(B.3)

{xjwki)

l<i<j<m
where
V^h: S""-^ X

^ M
Xj) : =

m
^
Efc,( [K (x^^W) XJUJ^K (xj^fc,)
p=i;p/i

(B.4)

+ Efc,/ [k {xlwki) x^Wki] Efe,/ [k {xlwki)
- 2Efc[E, [K'{xjwki)

xjwki] E,

[n{xjwkiy

It is obvious that characterising more critical points other than the desired separation points is still a chaUenging open question for this contrast function. Nevertheless, we will show that a correct separation point X* G Tp is indeed a critical
point of /hs (B.2).
Without loss of generality, let

= [ x ^ , . . . , x;;] = [ v i , . . . , Vm] e Tp. Accord-

ing to the nmtual statistical independence of the sources s, we compute
m
p=l;p/i
4- Ek,iW [Siki) {Sjki)]

(Spki)

- 2Efc[E,[K'(s,fc/) {Sjki)] Hi^ispki)
(B.5)
= Ek,iW (s^ki)] (
\p=l;p#i

M
+

{Spkl)
2Ek[Ei[{sjki)]Ei[K{spki)
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By applying the symmetry of the kernel function k (A.2), i.e.
(B.6)

Efc,; Wisiki)] = 0,

we conclude that, the derivative of /hs (B.2) at a correct separation point X* G Tp
vanishes i.e., X* is a critical point of the HSIC based contrast function /hs (B.2).
Now, let us compute the second derivative of /hs at X E 0{m) in direction
H G TxO{m) by

t=o
=

K ' W'^kl)

(xjwkt)

- Ek,l [k' {xjwkl) Cj^X^WklK

{xjwkl)

(B.7b)

+ Ek,l [k {xjwkl) ^JwkiwJi^jK'

{xjwkl)

(B.7c)

+ Ek,i [k" {xjwki) ^Jwkiwh^i] Efc,/ [k (xJwki)

(B.7d)

- Efc,/ [k' {xjwki) ^jEX'^Wki] Efc,/ [k (xJwki)'

(B.7e)

+ Ek,i [K (xJwki) ^Jwki] Ekj [k' {xjwki) i]wki

(B.7f)

- 2Efc [E, [K" {xJwki) d w k i w l i ^ ] Ez [ac (xJwki)'

(B.7g)

+ 2Ek [E, [K' {xjwki) ^J^X^Wki]

(B.7h)

E; [ac {xJWki)'

- 2Efc [E, [K' {XJwm) ^Jwki] E; [K' (xJwki) (Jw^i
Let

(B.7a)

= Vi,

(B.7i)

, •'^m] e Tp. The first term (B.7a) can be computed as
[K" {s^kl) LoJsklsliLOiK (Sjkl)
^

-

UJ^pljJigEk,l [K" (S^kl) SpklSgklK (Sjkl)] .

The whitening property (zero mean) of sources implies
Efc,; [n" {siki) SpklSgklK (sjki)] = 0
for all p ^ q and

(B.9)

Thus we compute
E'k,l

SkisJiUJiK{sjki)
(B.IO)
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By applying the exactly same techniques, the remaining terms (B.7b)-(B.7i) can
be computed as follows,
(B.7b):

Efc,, [k' {sm) i^J^stiK (sjki)
=

{Sikl)Sikl]^k,l[niSjkl)
Ek,i [k' {Siki) uJi Skis^^iUjK (sjki)

(B.7c):

= - ujfjEk,i [k' {siki) Siki]

(B.ll)

(B.12)

[K (sjki) Sjki

Ek,i [k" {s,ki) u j j s k i s l u i ] E,,, [k ( s , , , )

(B.7d):

2u;lEk,lW{s^kl)]^kA'^isJkl)

=
{B.7e):

(B.13)

Ek,i [k [ s m ) u j j n s k i ] E^,; [k (s^h)]
=

iSikl)SM]Ek,l[K{Sjkl)],

(B.14)

p=Up¥=i
(B.7f):

Efc,, [k'

(B.7g):

E , [E; [k" {s,ki) oo- SkisliU,\ E; l^ySnk.
[K" (S,,,)] Efc [E; [ s f . J E, [K {s,ki)

=
+
(B.7h):

ujjski] E^,, [k' (sj^i) io]ski] = 0,

^

W (Sikl)]

(B.15)

(B.16)

[k {Sjkl)] ,

Efc [E, [K' [s^ki) ojJ^Ski] E; [k {sjki)]
=

-uiipEk^iW

{siki)siki]Ek,i[K{sjki)],

;B.I7)

p=l;p/i
(B.7i):

Efc [El [k {sm) ^Jski] E; [k {sjki) ujJski]
= - uj^Ek [E,

(B.18)

E, [K' (s.fci)]] Ek [E, [sjki] E; [K' {SJU)

Finally, substituting the above results (B.IO) - {B.18) into (B.7) gives
(B.19)
where

- Ek,lW{Sikl)SiklW'k,lWi^jkl)Sjkl,

(B.20)
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e 50{m) and Q = (u;y)i<i<j<m G R'"^™-!)/^ in a certain order.

Clearly, following the same argument as in Remark 3.6, the quadratic form in
terms of wf^ as shown in (B.19) indicates that the Hessian of the contrast function
/hs (B.2) at X * e Tp, i.e. the symmetric bihnear form H f ^ ^ X * ) : T x * 0 { m ) x
R, is diagonal with respect to the standard basis of R'»('"-i)/2.

Tx*0{m)

Furthermore, by recalling theorem 4 in [44], which proves that any correct
source separation X* E Tp is actually a strict global minimum of /hs (B.2), the
expression CT^ + aji must be positive according to theorem 4.2 in [41], i.e. the
Hessian of /hs at a correct source separation point X* G Tp is positive definite.
Thus we conclude
T h e o r e m B . l . Let Tp C 0{m),

as defined in Corollary 2.3, he the set of so-

lutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8).

Then any X* E Tp is a non-

degenerate critical point of the HSIC based contrast /hs (B.2).
In a short summary, computations in this subsections showes that the Hessian
of the HSCI based contrast function /hs (B.2) at a desired critical point X* G Tp
shares the same nice structure as the other two parallel contrast functions /pp
(3.42) and /pn (A.32). Hence, in the following we quickly develop two geometric
methods for minimising the contrast function /hs-

B.l.2

Approximate Newton HSIC Parallel ICA Method

In this subsection, we develop an approximate Newton-like method for minimising
the HSIC based contrast function /hs (B.2). Let {px]x€0(m) be a local smooth
family of parameterisation on 0{m)

as defined in (3.70).

Based on the result

(B.19), we approximate the Hessian of /hs o px{^) for arbitrary X
i.e. the symmetric bilinear form Hf^^^opxiO)- so{m)

x so{m)

G

0{m),

^ M, by a diagonal

matrix, i.e.
Y^
^fj
l<i<j<m

-^ahixJ,

Xi)),

(B.21)

where
(Th{Xi,Xj) = Ek,l[K"{xJwkl)]

Ek,l[{xJwkl)'^K{xJwkl)

+ 2Efc,( [K"{xjwki)]

[K{xjwki)

- 2Ek,i[K"{xJwki)]

E,[Ei[{xJwkiy]

E;

xjwki)

- Efc,, [K'{xjwki)xjwki] Ek^i [K'{xjwki)xjwki
+ 2Efc[E,[xjwki] E,[K'ixjwki]]] Efc[E;[xjwki] E,[K'{xjwki)

(B.22)
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Recalling the first derivative of /hs as computed in (B.3), we compute an approximate Newton direction Q =

^ 5o{m.) explicitly by
=

-

tph{Xi,Xj)

(Th{xi,xj)

(B.23)

+ah{xj,xi)'

where iph and a^ are defined in (B.4) and (B.22), respectively.
Thus, we summarise an approximate Newton-like algorithm, which minimises
the HSIC based contrast function /hs (A.2), as follows.

A l g o r i t h m B . 2 . Approximate Newton HSIC parallel I C A algorithm
G 0 ( m ) and set k = 0.

Step 1: Given an initial guess

=

Step 2: Compute

G so(m) with

OJ-/ — =
where

=
-

xj) =

...,

for 1 < z < j < m,

(k) (k).^

-

/ft
^
Efc,; [k' { x j u j ^ i ) xJwkiK { x j w k i )
p=l;p/i
+Ek,i [k' {xjwki)

xjwki]

[k

{xjwki)

- 2 E k [E; [ ^ ' { x j w k i ) x j w k i ] El [ K { x j w k i ) ] ] , and
ah{x^,XJ) = Ek,l[K"{xJwkl)]
+2Efe,, [K"{xjwki)]

Ek,l[{xJwkl)^K{xJwkl)
Ek,i

-Ek,i [n'{xjwki)xjwki]

[K{x]wki)

Ek,i

+ 2 Ek [El [xJWki] E, [K'ixjwki)]
Step 3: Update
Step 4: If

-

[K'{xjwki)xjwki
] Efc [E, [xjwki]

E,

[K'{xjwki)

+

- X'^'^^W is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, set k = k + l and go to Step 2.
Here,

is any matrix norm.

Again, local convergence properties of Algorithm B.2 follow directly from
Theorem 3.8.
Corollary

B . 3 . Let Tp C 0 ( m ) , as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of

solutions of the parallel linear I C A problem (2.8). Then Algorithm B.2 is locally
quadratically convergent to X* G Tp.
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Jacobi-type HSIC Parallel ICA Method

In this subsection, we develop a Jacobi-type method, which minimises the HSCI
based contrast function /hs (B.2), in the same fashion as in Algorithms 3.12 and
Algorithms A.9.
Let us recall the result (B.19). For any pair of

flpg G B with {i,j)

^ (p, q),

we compute
n f j x * ) { x * n , , , x * Q „ ) = o,
i.e., any pair of directions

(B.24)

X*Qpq e T x ' 0 { m ) are mutually orthogonal

with respect to the Hessian
Recall a set of basic transformations {nij: M x 0{m)
0{m)

0{m))

i<i<i<m on

as defined in (3.92). For a basic step of a sweep, by fixing a search di-

rection XQij e TxO{m)

where

G B, one needs to compute a single Newton
step size for minimising the composition /hs o W.
Tedious but direct
computations as in (B.3) and (B.7) gives a single Newton step size for minimising
the restricted cost function /hs o

u

as follows

ah{xi,xj)

(B.25)

'

+ ah{xj,xi)

where iph are defined in (B.4) and
m

ahiXi,Xj) =

[n" {xjwki)

{xJwkiyK

{xjwki)

- Efc,, [k {xjwhi) {xJwki)K

{xjwkiy

+

[k" {xjwki)

{xjwkif]

Ekj [k

- Ek,l [k' {xjwkl) xjwkl] Efc,; [k

{xjwki)'

{xjwki)'

- 2Efe [E, [K" {xjwki) { x ] w k i f ] E;

{xjw4

(B.26)

+ 2E, [E, [K' { x j w , i ) x j w , i ] E, [.c (xj^fc,);
- Ek,l [k' {xjwkl)

{xJwkl){wJiXi)K

{xjwki)'

- Ek,i [k' {xjwki) x]wki] Ek^i [k' {xjwki)

xjwki

+ 2Efc [E; [k' (xJwki) x'jwui] E, [n' (xJuJ^i) xjuj^i '
Similarly, to ensure the one dimensional Newton direction to point downhill
we enforce the denominator of Eq. (B.25) to be positive. Straightforwardly, we
summarise a Jacobi-type method for minimising the HSIC based contrast function
/hs (B.2) as follows.
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A l g o r i t h m B.4. Jacobi-type HSIC based parallel linear ICA method
Step 1: Given an initial guess

=

. . . , Xm^] G 0{m) and a set of

predetermined directions B C so(m) as defined in (3.91). Set k = 0;
Step 2: Set k = k + l. For 1 < i < j < m;
(i) Calculate a Newton step size tij G M

^
where t/jhi^i, Xj) ^

m
Y.

[k' {xjwki) xjwkin {xjwki)_

[K' {xjwki) xjwki] Efc,/ [K {xjwki)
- 2 Efc [El [k'{xjwki) xjwki] El [k{xjwki)] ], and
m
dhiXi, Xj) = Y1 i^k.i [k" {xjwki) ixJwu)^K {xjwki)
/

-Ekj[n'

{xjwki) {xjwki)ht

{xjwki)

+Efc,/ [k" {xjwki) {xjwki)'^] Ek,i [k {xjwki)
-Ek,l [k/ {xjwki) xjwki] Efc,; [k {xJwki)
- 2 E , [E; [k" {xjwki) {xjwki)^] E, [k {xjwki)
+2Ek [E, [K' {xjwf^i) xjwki] E( [k {xjwki)
-E, •k.i 'k' {xjwkl) ixJwki){wJiX^)K'

{xjwkl)

-Efc,; [k/ {xjwkl) xjwkl] Ek,l [k' {xjwkl)

xjwkl

+2Efc [E; [k' {xJWu) xjwf,i] E, [k' {xjwki) xjwki
(ii) Update Xk ^ XkexpiUjfl.j);
Step 3: If I I -

is small enough, stop.

Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Here,

is any matrix norm.

Finally, the local convergence property of Algorithm B.4 follows directly from
Theorem 3.11.

Corollary B.5. Let Tp C 0{m), as defined in Corollary 2.3, be the set of
solutions of the parallel linear ICA problem (2.8). Then the Jacobi-type method
for optimising the contrast function /hs (B.2) is locally quadratically convergent
to A* e Tp.
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Total CF-Based ICA Contrast Function

Up to now, we have studied three classes of popular contrast functions for the
hnear ICA problem. Our analysis shows that all these contrast functions share a
significant property of enjoying simple structures of Hessians at correct separation
points. In this section, we will examine a so-called characteristic function (CF)
based linear ICA contrast function, which is closely related to the HSIC based ICA
contrast function /hs (B.2). This CF based contrast function measures the total
independence of all extracted signals, while the HSIC based contrast function /hs
measures the pairwise independence. It is worthwhile to notice that the CF based
contrast function coincides with the HSIC based contrast function /hs (B.2) for
the bivariate case. We refer to [36, 45] for further discussions on both contrast
functions.
Now, let us recall a CF based contrast function as follows
/cf:0(m)
/ef(X)

{x]wki)] - 2 E ,

E, K {x]wki)

(B.27)

j=i
Taking the first derivative of /cf at X G 0{m)
TxO{m) gives

in direction H = [6, • • •

t=0
m

= X] Efc,/ [k [xlwki) ^Jwki]

JJ

Ek,i [k {xjwki)
(B.28)

i=l

i=l
Let V = [vi,...,Vm]

e 0 ( m ) be the mixing matrix in the linear ICA mixing

model (2.4) and assume
of Tx^Oim),

= [x*,, • • •

it is clear that

= [vu • • • ,Vm] E Tp. By the structure

= 0 for H* =

•••

G Tx>0{m).

Thus,

by the mutual statistical independence of the sources, we compute

J]^ Efc,, [k (Sjki)
(B.29)

jn

p/

[k'
i=\

m
E

\
( c s ) E ' M

m
n
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Then, by applying the symmetry of the kernel function k (A.2), i.e.

recalling

Eq. (B.6), we conclude that, at a correct separation point X* G Tp, the evaluation
of (B.28) vanishes, i.e., X* is a critical point of the C F based contrast function
/of (B.27).
Finally, we compute the second derivative of /cf at X

e 0{m)

in direction

H G TxO{m) by

f=0

= ^

m
JJ

Efc,/ [K" {xlwki) ijwkiwh^^]

[K {xjwki)

(B.30a)

i=l

[K {xjwki)
m

{p4}

(B.30b)

m
J]^ Efc,/ [k (xjwki)
j=lj/p,i

E; [K" {xjwki) ^Jw.iwlC^]

n

E; [k

{XJWM)

(B.30c)

(B.aOd)

1=1

m

m

(B.30e)

i=l

j=hj¥=i
m
^ E/ [k {xjwki) Cjwki] n
j

{p,i}
- 2

Let X*

^

=

E,

i^J^kl)'.

(B.30f)

G T^p- By recalhng the mutual statistical independence

and the whitening properties of the sources, a complex computation evaluates
the expression (B.30d) at X * as follows

EE'
t=i
=

E; [K" (Sifci) u j s k i s l i ^ i ]

^

n

^^

(^J^')]

n

m

(B.31)

{P-''}

T h e second summand on the right-hand side of (B.31) is clearly not a sum of
pure squares. Following the same reasoning, an even more tedious computation
turns out that the Hessian of /cf (B.27) at a correct separation point X*

G Tp
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G so(m) and let

^ = {>^ij)i<i<j<m e M™('"-i)/2 in a certain order, the Hessian of f^ at
is neither diagonal with respect to the standard basis of

G Tp

nor enjoys

another simple structure. Therefore we conclude that, the geometric framework
of designing approximate Newton-type methods and Jacobi-type methods for
solving the parallel linear ICA problem developed in Chapter 3 and Appendix A
is not straightforwardly applicable for optimising the CF based contrast function
/cf (B.2). Developing efficient algorithms for optimising the function /cf is still a
challenge.

Appendix C
Analysis of the Power Iteration
The power method is an important algorithm to compute the dominant eigenvector of a positive definite matrix M = A/^ G M'"^'" [42, 51, 90], For simphcity,
we assume that the largest eigenvalue A* of M is simple with a corresponding
eigenvector x* E

The power method iterates the following map

(C.l)

Mx

^^ p/xir
Note that under the condition xjx*

0, the sequence { x „ } generated by (peig will

converge to x*. It is well known, in the framework of inverse iteration method,
there exists a smooth scalar shift strategy to accelerate 0eig, i.e., the RQI algorithm. In this appendix, by using the general results developed in Section 4.1.1,
we will quickly show that, in general, there exists no smooth scalar shift strategy
Oeig -

M, in the form of (4.7), i.e.,
/E

crn—1

, cnj—1
(x^'Mx -

0eig(a;))

(

M

-&eig(x))x

( C . 2 )

X

to accelerate the power method ^eig to converge locally quadraticahy fast to x*.
Clearly, under a condition 0eig(^*) +
For i G

is a fixed point of

a direct computation shows
= Mi.

It is easily seen that, in general. M i i

i.e.

(C.3)
+ t i for t E R,

except for the following scenario. If M = M ^ G M™^'" with m > 2 has only two
111
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different eigenvalues {A*, a } witfi A* being simple and dominant, and a occurring
with multiplicity m - 1, then

= cr^ G T^^S"'-^ Thus, following

directly from Theorem 4.2, we conclude
Lemma C . l . Let M = M'^ e j^mxm

^ positive definite matrix with more

than three distinct eigenvalues, and assume the largest eigenvalue of M is simple
with a corresponding eigenvector x* G

Then there is no smooth scalar shift

strategy as in (C.2) to accelerate the power iteration (C.l) to converge locally
quadratically fast to x*.
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